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STRATIGRAPHY OFTHE MIDDLE MIOCENEBOPESTAFORMATION,
SOUTHERNSIERRA NEVADA, CALIFORNIA

James Patrick Quinn'

ABSTRACT. The middle Miocene Bopesta Formation is part of a

sequence of Tertiary continental sedimentary and volcanic rocks

exposed in the southern Sierra Nevada, California. This sequence

has been divided, from oldest to youngest, into the Witnet, Kinnick,

Bopesta, and Cache Peak formations. The Paleocene (?) Witnet For-

mation rests on an erosional surface of Cretaceous granitic rocks. It

is overlain with angular unconformity by the early Miocene Kinnick

Formation, which also rests on the granitic basement. The Kinnick

Formation is conformably overlain by the Bopesta Formation, with

the contact defined as the top of the stratigraphically highest basalt

unit of the Kinnick Formation. The Pliocene (?) Cache Peak for-

mation of Michael (1960) rests with angular unconformity on the

Bopesta Formation.

The Bopesta Formation is informally divisible into four units.

The lower unit consists chiefly of lacustrine and marginal lacustrine

sediments. Andesitic agglomerate and breccia is intercalated with

and overlies the lower unit. The overlying middle and upper units

are composed primarily of fluviatile deposits. The greatest exposed

thickness of the formation is about 2100 ft. (640 m).

Three mammalian assemblages characterized by successive equid

range zones are recognized in the Bopesta. The late Hemingfordian

lower assemblage is characterized by the “Merychippus" carhzoensis

range zone. The earliest Barstovian middle assemblage is charac-

terized by the “ Merychippus" stylodontus range zone. The early

through late Barstovian upper assemblage is characterized by the

Merychippus cf. M. intermontanus range zone. The Bopesta For-

mation is biostratigraphically correlative with formations in the Mo-
jave Desert, and in the Coast and Transverse Ranges, California.

Deposition of the Bopesta Formation occurred between 17 and 14

Ma.

INTRODUCTION

The middle Miocene Bopesta Formation is part of a sequence

of Tertiary rocks exposed in the Cache Peak area of the

southern Sierra Nevada, located northeast of Tehachapi and

northwest of Mojave, Kern County, California (Figure 1 ).

Over the last 80 years, geologic and paleontologic investi-

gations of this area have provided a generalized temporal

and stratigraphic setting of this sequence. To date, however,

there has not been a detailed stratigraphic study of the Bo-

pesta Formation. Field investigations have revealed that the
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previous definitions and characterizations of the Bopesta

Formation are inadequate. Consequently, new criteria are

provided here to define the stratigraphic limits of the Bopesta

Formation. The objectives of this paper are ( 1 ) to demon-
strate the areal distribution and vertical relationships of rock

units in the type area of the Bopesta Formation, (2) to provide

a detailed stratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation, (3) to in-

terpret its depositional environment, and (4) to refine its age

assignment and temporal correlation.

The Tertiary sequence in the Cache Peak area has been

divided, from oldest to youngest, into the Witnet, Kinnick,

Bopesta, and Cache Peak formations. Resting on an erosional

surface of Cretaceous granitic rocks, the Paleocene (?) Witnet

Formation is overlain with angular unconformity by the early

Miocene Kinnick Formation. Previous investigators be-

lieved that the Bopesta Formation rests with angular uncon-

formity on the Kinnick Formation. However, as shown here,

the Kinnick and Bopesta formations are conformable. The
Bopesta Formation is unconformably overlain by the Plio-

cene (?) Cache Peak formation of Michael (1960).

As defined herein, the Bopesta Formation rests conform-

ably on the stratigraphically highest basalt of the Kinnick

Formation. The Bopesta Formation is informally divisible

into four units. The lower unit consists chiefly of lacustrine

and marginal lacustrine sediments. Andesitic agglomerate

and breccia is intercalated with and overlies the lower unit.

The overlying middle and upper units consist predominantly

of fluviatile deposits. The exposed thickness of the formation

is approximately 2100 ft. (640 m). The actual thickness may
be considerably more.

Three faunal assemblages characterized by stratigraph-

ically separated equid range zones are recognized within the

Bopesta Formation. The lowest assemblage, characterized by

the "^Merychippus" carrizoensis range zone, is present in the

lower unit and the lower part of the middle unit of the for-

1. Vertebrate Paleontology Section, Natural History Museum of

Los Angeles County, 900 Exposition Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal-

ifornia 90007.
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mation. The middle assemblage, characterized by the

""Merychippus” stylodontus range zone, is present in the lower

part of the middle unit, about 50 ft. (15 m) stratigraphically

above the highest locality of the ""Merychippus" carrizoensis

range zone. The upper assemblage, characterized by the

Merychippiis cf. M. intermontanus range zone, is stratigraph-

ically separated from the middle assemblage by approxi-

mately 70 ft. (21 m) and is present from the middle part of

the middle unit into the upper unit of the formation.

The mammalian biostratigraphy established here for the

Bopesta Formation is correlative with biostratigraphic se-

quences described from formations in the Mojave Desert and

in the Coast and Transverse Ranges, California. Some of

these formations have been dated by radiometric techniques.

The Bopesta Formation is biostratigraphically correlative with

the late Hemingfordian through late Barstovian North Amer-
ican Land Mammal Ages. Based in part on biostratigraphic

correlations with dated sequences, deposition of the Bopesta

Formation occurred between approximately 1 7 and 1 4 Mega-
annum (Ma).

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Lawson (1906), in his discussion of the geomorphology of

the Tehachapi Valley system, was the hrst to report Tertiary

volcanic and sedimentary rocks in the study area. He de-

scribed three rock units exposed in the vicinity of the Cable

and Tehachapi railroad sidings. These rock units appear to

correspond with the Witnet, Kinnick, and Bopesta forma-

tions subsequently named by Buwalda (1934, 1935) in ab-

stracts, which also included general geographic locations for

the type sections of the Witnet and Bopesta formations. The

first geologic map available for the Cache Peak area was that

by Smith (195 1 ) as a master’s thesis directed by J.P. Buwalda.

A diagrammatic geologic map of the area and brief lithologic

descriptions of the Witnet, Kinnick, and Bopesta formations

was published by Buwalda (1954). The type section of the

Kinnick Formation and more precise geographic locations

of the type sections of the Witnet and Bopesta formations

were published by Buwalda and Lewis (1955). Dibblee (1959)

mapped the geology of the Mojave 1 5-minute quadrangle in

reconnaissance fashion. The first relatively detailed geologic

mapping of the Tertiary sequence was that by Michael ( 1 960).

In his unpublished thesis he named and described a new rock

unit, the Cache Peak formation, and designated its type sec-

tion, as well as “type sections” for the Kinnick and Bopesta

formations. Dibblee (1967) published planimetric geologic

maps and geologic cross sections of the Cache Peak area, at

a scale of about one mile to the inch. Later, Dibblee and

Louke (1970) provided a more detailed geologic map of the

2 Contributions in Science, Number 393 Quinn: Stratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation



Tehachapi 15-minute quadrangle. They proposed “type sec-

tions” for both the Kinnick and Bopesta formations. Ross

(1980) studied the basement terrain of the southern Sierra

Nevada and differentiated the plutonic rocks in the study

area.

Paleontologic investigations in the Cache Peak area com-

menced with Buwalda’s (1916) account of two faunas that

he named the Phillips Ranch and Cache Peak faunas and

subsequently stated that these faunas were collected from the

Kinnick and Bopesta formations, respectively (Buwalda,

1935). Axelrod (1939) described a flora that is about at the

same stratigraphic position as, and close to, the Phillips Ranch

locality of Buwalda (1916). Axelrod (1939) interpreted the

climatic conditions at the time of deposition by analogy with

the modern distributions of similar floral elements. Woodet

al. (1941) described the Phillips Ranch and Cache Peak fau-

nas as local faunas. They correlated these local faunas with

the Hemingfordian and Barstovian North American Land

MammalAges, respectively. Taxonomic work on fossil ver-

tebrates from the area has included Buwalda (1916), Buwalda

and Lewis (1955), Brattstrom (1961), Webb (1961), Wood-
burne (1969), Lindsay (1972), Auffenburg (1974), Miller

(1978), Munthe (1979), and Quinn (1984).

LOCATION, METHODS,ANDTERMINOLOGY

The study area is located in the upper drainages of Cache

Creek and Pine Tree Canyon, south of Cache Peak, Kern

County, California (Figure 1, Plate I). The geology of ap-

proximately 20 sq. mi. (50 km*) was mapped between Sep-

tember 1981 and October 1983. This area was selected be-

cause (1) it includes or is immediately adjacent to the type

sections of all the formations of the Tertiary sequence pro-

posed by previous investigators, (2) it includes the localities

of the Phillips Ranch and Cache Peak local faunas and the

Tehachapi flora, and (3) contains the most characteristic and

continuous exposures of the Bopesta Formation. Geologic

mapping was accomplished on U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-

minute topographic maps of the Tehachapi NE and Cache

Peak quadrangles, 1966 (photo-revised 1973) and 1973 edi-

tions, respectively. Aerial photographs taken in 1952 by the

U.S. Department of Agriculture were used for interpreting

geomorphology and structural trends. Access into the western

part of the mapped area is gained from private dirt roads via

Sand Canyon Road. The central and eastern parts of the area

are accessible by private jeep trails via State Highways 14

and 58.

The Bopesta Formation is composed to a large extent of

volcanic detritus. Pyroclastic and mixed pyroclastic-epiclas-

tic rocks are present also. The nomenclature used herein for

these rocks follows that of Schmid (1981) and Williams et

al. (1954). The term tuffaceous is used to indicate that the

deposit is a tuffrte (i.e., contains less than 75 percent but

greater than 25 percent pyroclastic). The term volcanic or

volcaniclastic is used to indicate that the epiclastic deposit

consists predominantly of volcanic detritus (i.e., contains less

than 25 percent pyroclastic). Epiclastic particle size descrip-

tion generally follows the size classes of Wentworth (1922).

Pyroclastic particle size description follows Schmid (1981).

Size description of tufifites is a combination of these systems.

Terminology for sorting and roundness follows Compton
(1962). Stratigraphic sections were measured with a Jacob’s

staff, and thickness is reported in both feet and meters. Ter-

minology for bedding thickness follows Ingram (1954).

Stratigraphic nomenclature and methodology follows the

lUGS International Stratigraphic Guide (Hedberg, 1976). All

K-Ar dates cited here have been recalculated where necessary

to conform to the current lUGS constants (Steiger and Jaeger,

1977). Generic names in quotations indicate that the name
is used in a general sense and that it should probably be

restricted to other species.

Topographic names no longer in use on current U.S. Geo-
logical Survey topographic quadrangles include: Lone Tree

Canyon, Bopesta Ridge, Kinnick Ridge, and Witnet Ridge.

Lone Tree Canyon has been renamed Pine Tree Canyon. See

Dibblee (1967) for the locations of the other abandoned to-

pographic names.

Acronyms used herein are as follows:

LACM Natural History Museumof Los Angeles County

vertebrate fossil locality

LACM(CIT) California Institute of Technology locality

number, files and specimens now held by

LACM; CIT abbreviation used on plates and

figures

P- University of California Museum of Paleon-

tology (UCMP), Berkeley, paleobotanical lo-

cality

RV- University of California, Riverside vertebrate

fossil locality

USGS United States Geological Survey fossil locality

V- UCMPvertebrate fossil locality

GEOLOGICSETTING

Within the mapped area there are granitic intrusives and

metamorphic rocks constituting the basement terrain, four

Tertiary formations consisting of sedimentary and volcanic

deposits, and Quaternary surficial deposits. The type sections

of the Tertiary formations are within, or adjacent to, the

mapped area. Areal distribution of pre-Quaternary rock units

extends beyond the mapped area. The stratigraphic relation-

ships of the pre-Quaternary rock units are shown on Figure 2.

All rock units are described below, although the lithostra-

tigraphy of the Kinnick Formation has been emphasized.

This emphasis is necessary to clearly distinguish the com-
position of the Kinnick Formation from the comformably

overlying Bopesta Formation. Description of the Bopesta

Formation in this section is limited to background infor-

mation, as detailed description of its lithostratigraphy and

depositional environment are presented in the following sec-

tion.

BASEMENTCOMPLEX

Plutonic rocks crop out along the south and east margins of

the mapped area and range in composition from granite por-

phyry to granodiorite. Ross (1980) differentiated these plu-

Contributions in Science, Number 393 Quinn: Stratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation 3



Figure 2. Generalized relationship between the rock units in the study area. Vertical arrangement approximates relative thicknesses. Horizontal

arrangement is approximately east (right) west (left) and is greatly reduced relative to thickness. Symbols are as follows: Tw, Witnet Formation;

Tk 1 through 10, members of the Kinnick Formation; Tbl, Tbi, Tbm, and Tbu, lower, agglomerate-breccia, middle, and upper units of the

Bopesta Formation; Tcp, Cache Peak formation of Michael (1960); Tp, andesitic intrusive plugs which may have the source ofTcp.

tonic rocks into two granitic masses. The most extensive

body he called the biotite granodiorite of Claraville, and

characterized it as having a “liberal sprinkling of small biotite

crystals and lesser hornblende” constituting a “peppery” tex-

ture. This mass is locally porphyritic with conspicuous

K-feldspar phenocrysts up to 3 cm long. A body of orange

to salmon-pink granite that intrudes the Claraville mass was

called the granite of Bishop Ranch by Ross (1980). Small

isolated mahc bodies, which Dibblee (1959) called horn-

blende diorite, intrude the granite of Bishop Ranch.

A number of K-Ar and Rb-Sr age determinations have

been made on the plutonic rocks of the southern Sierra Ne-
vada. Two Rb-Sr ages are representative of the biotite grano-

diorite of Claraville (Ross, 1980). The samples (Sr 8-73 and
Sr 9-73) of biotite quartz monzonite from the Kelso Valley

area, were dated at 90 Ma (Kistler and Peterman, 1978).

Evernden and Kistler (1970) included the granitic rocks of

the Cache Peak region in a unit they called Cathedral Range

intrusive rocks. They interpreted these rocks, based upon

radiometric data, to have been intruded during the Late Cre-

taceous (79-80 Ma) Cathedral Range intrusive epoch.

Metamorphic rocks are present as fault slivers in Oil Can-

yon and as a large exposure along the eastern margin of the

mapped area. In Oil Canyon, isolated slivers of semi-schis-

tose quartzite are present along the fault contact between the

pluton and the Kinnick Formation. Exposures of metavol-

canics and semi-schistose quartzite along the eastern margin

of the mapped area appear to represent the eroded remnants

of a pendant.

TERTIARY ROCKS

Witnet Formation

The Witnet Formation is the oldest sedimentary unit exposed

in the mapped area. It crops out on the lower slopes of Horse,

Oil, and Sand canyons in the vicinity of their confluence.

4 Contributions in Science, Number 393 Quinn: Stratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation



Buwalda (1934, 1935) named the formation and described

it as arkosic conglomerates and coarse sandstones. He des-

ignated the northern side of lower Oil Canyon as the type

section. Michael (1960) made rough measurements of the

thickness of the formation, from discontinuous outcrops in

this area, and found it to exceed 4000 ft. ( 1 220 m). The name
Witnet Formation has been extended beyond the type area

to include arkosic sediments present on the north side of the

Tehachapi Mountains, west of Oak Pass, and in and around

upper Jawbone Canyon (Dibblee, 1959; Dibblee and Louke,

1970). Samsel (1962) described arkosic sandstones and con-

glomerates that are exposed in the Cross Mountain area,

v/hich may be correlative with the Witnet Formation.

Regionally, the Witnet sediments appear to have been de-

posited on an erosiona! surface of quartz monzonite (Dibblee

and Louke, 1970). Although the contact between the pluton

and the Witnet Formation in the type area in Oil Canyon is

not clearly exposed, it appears to conform to the regional

pattern. Here the basal 100+ ft. (30+ m) of the Witnet

Formation consists of a rounded granitic, cobble to boulder

conglomerate with an indurated arkosic arenite matrix (Fig-

ure 3). Above this, the formation consists of interbedded

pink to tan and gray arkosic arenites and red-gray to olive-

gray micaceous mudstones. The arenites are often conglom-

eratic with rounded granules to cobbles of quartzite and gra-

nitics. Michael (1960) found that, overall, the sequence fines

up-section.

The Witnet Formation is considered early Tertiary in age,

but a more definitive age assessment must await the discov-

ery of time-diagnostic fossils. A strong correlation between

the Witnet and Goler formations has been suggested on the

basis of similar lithologies (Cox, 1 982). The Goler Formation

crops out in the El Paso Mountains, 25 mi. (40 km) east of

the mapped area across the Sierra Nevada fault zone. A small

Torrejonian (middle Paleocene) mammalian fauna has been

collected from this formation (West, 1970). The Witnet For-

mation also has some similarities to the Walker Formation,

which consists mostly of continental sandstones and con-

glomerates (Dibblee and Louke, 1970). The Walker For-

mation crops out along the western flank of the Sierra Nevada

in and around Caiiente Creek, 20 mi. (32 km) northwest of

the study area. The oldest strata of this formation are middle

or late Eocene, based on interfingering relationships with

dated marine deposits in the southern San Joaquin Valley

(J.A. Bartow in Cox, 1982). The correlation between these

formations is dubious, because the Walker Formation con-

tains some pyroclastic rocks, whereas the Witnet Formation

lacks them.

Kinnick Formation

The early Miocene Kinnick Formation rests with angular

unconformity upon the Witnet Formation and in heterolithic

unconformity on the basement. Buwalda ( 1 934, 1935) named
the Kinnick Formation, and subsequently (Buwalda, 1954:

1 34) provided a brief description of the formation as follows:

“The formation consists mainly of green and other high-

ly colored basic volcanic tuffs and some coarse agglom-

Figure 3. Basal granitic conglomerate of the Witnet Formation in

Oil Canyon. The left margin of the photograph is about 10 ft. (3 m),

vertically. Up is to the left.

crates. Basic lavas constitute only a small part of the

section. The upper few hundred feet of the formation

consists of gray sandy clays that are locally interbedded

with white fresh-water diatomite and gray and yellow

cherts. The total thickness of the formation is not less

than 1 500 ft.”

This description was reiterated and a type section designated

in Buwalda and Lewis (1955:147-148).

Subsequently, new “type sections” of the Kinnick For-

mation have been proposed. Michael (1960) proposed a “type

section” for the Kinnick Formation that partially corre-

sponds to that designated by Buwalda and Lewis (1954).

Michael (1960) restricted the Kinnick Formation to include

only the basic volcanic tuffs, agglomerates, and basic lavas

described by Buwalda (1954). His restricted Kinnick For-

mation excluded the clay and cherts of Buwalda’s (1954)

upper Kinnick Formation, but instead allocated these sedi-

ments to the Bopesta Formation. Michael (1960) mapped
the distribution of the Kinnick Formation as he recognized

it in the Sand, Horse, and Oil Canyon watersheds. He felt

that the most complete and characteristic section of this for-

mation was exposed in lower Horse Canyon and on the ridge

to the west, which he described as the “type section.” This

area is also traversed by the type section of the Kinnick

Formation designated by Buwalda and Lewis (1955). In this

area, the formation as recognized by Michael (1960) is di-

visible into 10 members, which are essentially units com-

posed of epiclastic and/or pyroclastic rocks interstratified

with basalts. He reports that the formation, in the type area,

is over 1000 ft. (305 m) thick. The formation thickens to the

north, where it may exceed 4300 ft. (1311 m) thick, and is

accompanied by the addition of two facies that Michael ( 1 960)

mapped as perlitic and rhyolitic members.

Dibblee and Louke (1970) also designated a “type section”

of the Kinnick Formation in lower Horse Canyon. They

restricted the formation here to include only the bedded tuff-

aceous sandstones, tuff, and tuff breccia that rest with angular

Contributions in Science, Number 393 Quinn; Stratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation 5



Figure 4. Reddish arkosic beds of the Witnet Formation are over-

lain with angular unconformity by the white and green tuffaceous

arenites of Tk 1 in Oil Canyon. Tk 2, a basaltic unit, crops out at

the top of the well-exposed, steep slope.

unconformity upon the Witnet Formation and occur below

the lowest overlying basalt flow. Their section as defined is

equivalent to Michael’s (1960) member 1 and 3 of the Kin-

nick Formation, but as they mapped the formation in its type

area it is equivalent to members 1 to 9.

The “type section’’ proposed by Michael (1960) provides

a much better standard for the definition and recognition of

the Kinnick Formation than does that proposed by Buwalda

and Lewis (1955) or Dibblee and Louke (1970). For this

reason, Michael’s “type section’’ is considered here to be the

principal reference section of the Kinnick Formation. Section

A-B on Plate I provides a geologic section through the area

of Michael’s “type section’’ based on my mapping. Brief

descriptions of the 10 members in the area of the principal

reference section, as I recognize them, are given below.

Member 1 (Tk 1) is the lowest member of the formation,

which locally rests with angular unconformity on the Witnet

Formation (Figure 4). It consists predominantly of greenish

white to white, resistant, medium- to thick-bedded, fine- to

coarse-grained units of tuffaceous arenite. The thickness of

Member 1 is variable, with the lower strata often absent. The
basal strata often exhibit anomalous attitudes and the lower

contact is locally gouge lined. These features suggest that

accommodation has occurred locally along this contact. The
thickness of Tk 1 is approximately 100 ft. (30 m) in the area

of the principal reference section, but locally exceeds 200 ft.

(61 m).

Tk 2 is the lowermost basalt of the Kinnick Formation. It

is typically dark greenish to purplish black in color, and

resistant and massive in outcrop. Laterally discontinuous, it

crops out as a lens in the principal reference section area.

This outcrop was apparently overlooked by Michael (1960).

To the east and southwest, Tk 2 is tabular and up to about

100 ft. (30 m) thick. Where Tk 2 is absent, Tk 1 and Tk 3

are difficult to separate.

Tk 3 consists predominantly of very thick-bedded, yellow-

green to bronze, and white-green, tuffaceous breccia and la-

Figure 5. View north up Cache Creek, with Cache Peak in distance.

The ridge to the left (west) is the location of the principal reference

section of the Kinnick Formation. In the foreground, in ascending

elevation and stratigraphic position, are Tk 3 and Tk 4. Similarly,

in the middle distance, Tk 5, Tk 6, Tk 7, Tk 8, Tk 9, and Tk 10 can

be discerned.

pilli tuff. Some medium-bedded volcanic arenite and wacke

are present locally. The thickness of this unit is also variable

and may exceed 350 ft. (107 m). Exposures of this unit are

shown in Figures 5, 7, and 8.

Tk 4 is black to purplish red, vesicular, amygdaloidal ba-

salt. It is deeply weathered and generally poorly exposed. In

the principal reference section area, this member includes a

large lens of red agglomerate and tuffaceous breccia (Figure

5)

. The combined thickness of this unit is as much as 250

ft. (75 m), but is generally thinner.

Tk 5 consists of interbedded mudstone and thin-bedded,

white, platy siltstone that is poorly exposed. This member
pinches out locally against the red agglomerates and tuff-

aceous breccias of Tk 4, but is about 140 ft. (42 m) thick at

the principal reference section.

Tk 6 is a dark green-brown basalt. At the principal refer-

ence section it is about 80 ft. (24 m) thick, poorly exposed

and deeply weathered. To the east, this unit thickens to ap-

proximately 300 ft. (91 m).

Tk 7 is a resistant unit of epiclastic deposits that form an

important marker. Overall, the unit is orange to reddish tan

on weathered surfaces, and gray to blue-gray on fresh sur-

faces. The member is composed mostly of thin- to medium-

bedded, sharply interstratified, fine-grained arenite. These

arenites exhibit plane-parallel stratification and minor small-

scale symmetrical ripples. Pebble conglomerates are a minor

constituent of the member. Fossilized cylindrical plant frag-

ments that are found in this unit may represent reeds or

rushes. In the principal reference section area (Plate I, Section

A-B), Tk 7 is approximately 200 ft. (6 1 m) thick, but varies

laterally.

Tk 8 consists of reddish brown to dark brown, amygda-

loidal basalt that is up to about 200 ft. (66 m) thick (Figure

6)

.

Tk 9 is also an important marker, consisting predomi-

nantly of interbedded tuffaceous and volcanic arenites. Over-

6 Contributions in Science, Number 393 Quinn: Stratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation



FigBre 6. Basaltic unit Tk 8 is sharply overlain by Tk 9, which is

composed predominantly of tuffaceous and volcanic arenites.

all, the member has a white-green to blue-gray color. The

basal bed is an agglomerate-breccia that rests sharply on the

basalts of Tk 8 (Figure 6). Some of the fine-grained arenites

exhibit relatively small-scale trough cross-stratification. In

the area of the principal reference section this member is

about 130 ft. (40 m) thick.

Tk 10 is the stratigraphically highest basalt in the forma-

tion and in the mapped area. It consists of green-black, locally

vesicular and amygdaloidal, alkali-olivine basalt. The mem-
ber is up to 400 ft. ( 1 22 m) thick and appears to be composed
of several flows. Outcrops of this unit are shown on Figures

5, 7, 10, 11, and 13.

The thicknesses of the members cited above were calcu-

lated from constructed cross sections and should be consid-

ered approximate. The total thickness of the Kinnick For-

mation in the principal reference section area is approximately

1700 ft. (518 m).

The Kinnick Formation was mapped both east and north-

west of the principal reference section. Only the upper mem-
bers of this formation crop out to the northwest of the prin-

cipal reference section. Both Tk 7 and 9 thicken in this

direction and become more pyroclastic in nature.

East of the type section, the formation undergoes facies

changes, thins and laps onto the basement. Tk 1, 2, and 3

can be traced east into the SE ‘4, Sec. 12, T 32 S, R 34 E,

where they are faulted against the basement. These members
are present south of the fault on the north slope of Red
Mountain ridge (Sec. 13, T 32 S, R 34 E and Sec. 18, T 32

S, R 35 E) where they rest on the basement. These outcrops

are characterized by a gouge-lined basal contact, irregular

folding, and pervasive fracturing. The formation thins to the

east, with basaltic member Tk 4 pinching out east of the

north fork of Oil Canyon (SE *4, Sec. 7, T 32 S, R 34 E). Tk
5 undergoes a facies change to the east, with white, platy

siltstones increasing in abundance and the addition of about

2 ft. (60 cm) of lignite at its top in the SW‘4, Sec. 7, T 32

S, R 35 E. Tk 7 also changes facies to the east, becoming

finer grained, and represented predominantly by thinly in-

terbedded mudstone and white, platy siltstone.

Figure 7. View north across Oil Canyon showing structure believed

by Michael (1960) and Dibblee and Louke (1970) to represent an

angular unconformity separating the Kinnick and Bopesta forma-

tions. However, this structure is actually the main trace and a sub-

sidiary branch of the Oil Canyon fault. This can be more easily

discerned in Figure 8.

Members 6 and 8 can be traced eastward into Pine Tree

Canyon. East of there the formation is obscured by poor

exposures, landslides, and faulting. Except for Tk 10, the

formation in this area was undifferentiated in mapping. Tk
10 can be traced several miles to the northeast, across several

faults and into the northeasternmost mapped area, where it

laps onto the basement. This member can be traced in a

northerly direction outside of the study area.

Along the crest of the south front of the Sierra Nevada

(Sec. 9, T 32 S, R 35 E), the basal unit of the Kinnick For-

mation is represented by a very thick-bedded, resistant, poor-

ly sorted, siliceous, arkosic granule breccia to angular feld-

spathic wacke. This unit is overlain by tuffaceous arenites

similar to those of Tk 1. These deposits are poorly exposed

in their upper extent, but appear to be overlain by a basalt

unit. Laterally, to the west, an irregular bentonitic mudstone

unit occurs close to the base of the formation and interdig-

itates with the aforementioned units. These bentonitic mud-
stones may be partially responsible for the massive landslides

observed in this area. Above the basalt unit is a sequence of

intercalated basalts and tuffaceous and volcanic arenites and

mudstones. Some laharic breccias are present near the top

of this sequence, which is capped by Tk 10. The formation

undergoes appreciable thinning in this area.

Farther east, in the E '4, Sec. 34, T 31 S, R 35 E, the basal

unit of the Kinnick Formation rests on metamorphic base-

ment rocks. The basal unit is represented by a very thick-

bedded granitic gravel to boulder conglomerate-breccia with-

in an iron-stained angular arkosic matrix. This appears to

represent a coarse-grained equivalent of the basal unit to the

west in Sec. 9, previously mentioned. This unit, and the

remainder of the formation below Tk 10, thins quickly to

the northeast and apparently pinches out where Tk 10 laps

onto the pluton in the SE ‘4, Sec. 27, T 31 S, R 35 E.

The Kinnick Formation has been recognized outside the
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Figure 8. Northwest view of the main trace of the Oil Canyon fault

and a subsidiary branch that juxtapose the basement against Tk 3,

Tk 5, and Tk 6, and Tk 3 against Tk 5 and Tk 6, respectively.

type area, including outcrops northwest of Tehachapi and in

the Jawbone Canyon area. Samsel ( 1 962) has mapped arkosic

sandstones and conglomerates, green and white tuff, tuffbrec-

cia, and basalt flows that crop out east of Cross Mountain

and across lower Jawbone Canyon. Dibblee (1967) ques-

tionably assigned these deposits to the Kinnick Formation

and noted that as much as 3000 ft. (915 m) of section is

exposed there. As previously noted, the arkosic sandstones

and conglomerates described by Samsel may represent the

Witnet Formation. The Kinnick Formation in upper Jaw-

bone Canyon is represented by 600 ft. (183 m) of white tuff

and tuff breccia, overlain by up to 2400 ft. (732 m) of andesite

conglomerate and breccia (Dibblee, 1967). The formation

northwest of Tehachapi is represented by a section as much
as 2100 ft. (640 m) thick, of tuff, tuff breccia, tuffaceous

sandstone, shales, and several basalt flows (Dibblee and Louke,

1970).

A hornblende biotite tuff breccia (sample KA 478), from

member 7 of Michael’s Kinnick Formation (R.H. Tedford,

personal communication), was dated by Evemden et al. ( 1 964)

at 17.6 Ma. Mammalian fossils are not known to occur in

the Kinnick Formation, as herein restricted. Dibblee (1967)

correlated the Kinnick Formation, on the basis of lithologic

similarities and stratigraphic position, with the GemHill,

Neenach, and Pickhandle formations. These formations are

located on the Mojave block and crop out in and around

Mojave and Rosemond, Quail Lake area, and north of Bar-

stow, respectively.

Bopesta Formation

The name Bopesta Formation was applied by Buwalda ( 1 934,

1935) to the youngest of the three formations exposed in the

badlands northeast of Tehachapi (Figure 1). At that time, he

designated upper Cache Creek as the type section, but did

not specify the geographic extent of the type section or the

lithologies present there. Later, Buwalda ( 1954) characterized

the formation as consisting mainly of white- to tan-colored,

fine- to coarse-grained quartzose sandstone, containing some
ash and volcanic debris, a few conglomerates and some shale

beds. This description was reiterated, and a more precise

location for the “type section” of the formation was presented

by Buwalda and Lewis (1955). Their type section extends

from near the confluence of Cache Creek and Horse Canyon
to Cache Peak.

Michael (1960) and Dibblee and Louke (1970) designated

“type sections” of the Bopesta Formation that differed from

that of Buwalda and Lewis (1955), and from each other. The
“type sections” of Michael (1960) and Dibblee and Louke

(1970) are similar in that they both clearly restrict the Bopesta

Formation by excluding the overlying andesite-dacite ag-

glomerates and flows. In addition, these “type sections” are

geographically close; indeed they cross. Unfortunately, both

sections were selected in a structurally complicated area with

generally poor exposures. These sections cannot be ade-

quately measured or described. Furthermore, Michael’s ( 1 960)

“type section” has a further drawback in that it does not

include the basal contact of the formation as he mapped it.

Michael ( 1 960) and Dibblee ( 1 967) characterized the Kin-

nick Formation as consisting predominantly of pyroclastic

rocks, in contrast to the Bopesta Formation, that consists of

non-pyroclastic continental sediments. Their lithologic cri-

teria are loosely applicable, but the Kinnick Formation also

includes epiclastic rocks and the Bopesta Formation includes

pyroclastic rocks. In addition, Michael (1960) and Dibblee

and Louke (1970) all believed that the Bopesta Formation

was, at least locally, deposited with angular unconformity on

the Kinnick Formation, based upon evidence in upper Oil

Canyon. The structure they believed to be an unconformity

is actually a high angle fault (Figures 7 and 8). For these

reasons it was necessary to develop more diagnostic and

appropriate criteria for defining and characterizing the Bo-

pesta Formation (refer to the next section for a complete

discussion of the lithostratigraphy of the Bopesta Formation).

The Bopesta Formation is of limited areal distribution,

located west of the Sierra Nevada fault zone and north of

the Garlock fault. As mapped by previous investigators, the

Bopesta Formation is exposed chiefly in the vicinity of Cache

Peak, although a small outcrop along Tehachapi Creek also

has been assigned to this formation by Dibblee and Louke

(1970). Although the formation is restricted to the Tehach-

api-Cache Peak area, it is biostratigraphically correlative with

formations in the Mojave Desert, and in the Transverse and

Coast Ranges.

Cache Peak Formation of Michael (1960)

Buwalda (1954) reported that the Bopesta Formation was

overlain by lavas and pyroclastic rocks. Michael ( 1 960) in-

formally referred to these deposits, which rest with angular

unconformity on the Bopesta Formation, as the Cache Peak

formation. He recognized two members of this formation, a

lower andesite-fluvial member and an upper andesite-dacite

member. In the “type area” the formation exceeds 700 ft.
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Figure 9. View north toward Sweet Ridge with Cache Peak in

background. Steep canyon badlands are typical of Bopesta Forma-

tion outcrops. The Cache Peak formation of Michael (1960) (Tcp)

caps Sweet Ridge and rests with angular unconformity on the Bopesta

Formation (Tb).

Figure 10. View north across Pine Tree Canyon with Sorrel Peak

and Kelso Valley in middle distance. Rock units in foreground, in

ascending elevation and stratigraphic position are Tku, Tk 10, Tbl,

Tbm, and Tcp. Steep hills in the center of the photograph are in-

terpreted to be intrusive plugs (Tp), which may have been feeders

to Tcp.

(213 m) in thickness. Dibblee (1959, 1967) and Dibblee and

Louke (1970) referred to these rocks simply as Tertiary an-

desite. These rocks are herein referred to as the Cache Peak

formation of Michael (1960). Although formal status for the

Cache Peak formation is warranted, lithostratigraphic deh-

nition of this formation is beyond the scope of this paper.

Rocks assignable to the Cache Peak formation (Tcp) crop

out on Cache Peak, Sweet Ridge, Bopesta Ridge and vicinity

(Figure 9, Plate I). The formation consists predominantly of

andesitic agglomerates, breccias, and flows, and apparently

decreases in thickness from north to south. Dibblee and Louke

(1970) believe that the source area for these rocks was north-

east of Cache Peak. Although not mapped in detail as part

of this study, several apparent intrusive plugs, composed of

porphyritic hornblende andesite-dacite, are present along or

adjacent to the northeast margin of the mapped area. These

may have been feeders to the Cache Peak formation (Figure

10). These plugs were mapped as Tp, and are exposed east

of Cache Peak and Sweet Ridge. Detailed petrographic work

is necessary to verify if these plugs are an intrusive facies of

the Cache Peak formation.

Radiometric dating has not been undertaken for the Cache

Peak formation, nor have fossils been found within it. A
temporal correlation is suggested between the Cache Peak

formation and the Almond Mountain Volcanics on the basis

of lithologic similarities. The Almond Mountain Volcanics

are exposed in the Lava Mountains south of the Garlock

fault, about 50 mi. (80 km) east of the study area. The Al-

mond Mountain Volcanics consist predominantly of intru-

sive porphyritic andesites and extrusive andesitic breccias,

which intrude or rest with angular unconformity on the Bed-

rock Springs Formation (Smith, 1 964). A Hemphillian faunal

assemblage has been collected from the Bedrock Springs For-

mation (D.P. Whistler, personal communication). The Cache

Peak formation is post-middle Miocene in age, and if the

correlation with the Almond Mountain Volcanics is correct.

may be as young as, or younger than late Pliocene. For con-

venience, the formation is referred to (?) Pliocene in age.

QUATERNARYSURFICIAL DEPOSITS

Surficial deposits have been mapped as Recent alluvium (Qa),

older alluvium (Qoa), and landslide deposits. Recent allu-

vium is restricted to stream courses, and is a mappable unit

only along the larger streams of Cache Creek, Oil Canyon,

and Pine Tree Canyon. Stream terraces, remnant outwash

deposits, and colluvium were mapped as older alluvium.

Stream terraces are generally restricted to Cache Creek, where

three distinct terrace levels can be discerned. The mapped
distribution of some of these deposits was altered by flooding

in 1983. Alluvial outwash deposits cover a large area in Horse

Canyon. Near the steeper slopes, these deposits become col-

luvial in nature and locally merge with, or are overlain by,

scree. Several ridges in the Oil Canyon watershed are capped

in part by unconsolidated, massive, often lithologically het-

erogeneous materials interpreted as colluvium. A surficial

deposit mapped as older alluvium in the saddle between

Cache Creek and Pine Tree Canyon consists predominantly

of aeolian sand, but also contains a large archaeological com-
ponent.

Landslides are prevalent and many types of mass wasting

have occurred within the mapped area. Large landslides are

present on the dip slopes north of Middle Knob and hill

6345. The geomorphology of these slides is characteristic of

rotational slumps. Evidence for rotation includes steep crown,

reverse sloping head (causing ponding), and hummocky to-

pography of the slide foot. Locally, outcrops of silicified platy

tuflaceous siltstone breccias mark the rupture surface. These

slides have been incised and their toes removed by erosion

along Pine Tree Canyon. Smaller slumps continue to en-
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Figure 11. View northwest in NE '/a. Sec. 12, T 32 S, R 34 E,

showing Engle Mountain (right part of photograph) and, in ascending

elevation and stratigraphic position, Tk 9, Tk 10, Tbl, and Tbi.

croach into the larger slides. A large slump involving the

lower members of the Kinnick Formation has also occurred

on the eastern slope of Cache Creek.

Block glide landslides are very common near the contact

between the Bopesta and Cache Peak formations. Large an-

desite-dacite blocks of the Cache Peak Formation have slid

over the Bopesta Formation. The rupture surface is generally

inferred to be at the contact between these formations, how-

ever, the slide plane is locally present in sediments of the

upper unit of the Bopesta Formation. Where sediments of

the upper unit of the Bopesta Formation are involved in a

block glide, their stratigraphy may remain intact or become

contorted. At the distal end of the slide, the andesite-dacite

blocks have disintegrated into rubble that has raveled over

the Bopesta Formation forming scree slopes (i.e., rock slides).

Areas where the Bopesta Formation is substantially or totally

covered by these deposits are mapped as scree.

A noteworthy slide involves agglomerates of unit Tbi of

the Bopesta Formation at Indian Caves. Michael (1960) in-

terpreted the outcrop pattern here as resulting from thrust

faulting. I believe, however, that the Indian Caves outcrop

represents a slide block from the outcrops above.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGYOFTHE
BOPESTAFORMATION

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY

The Bopesta Formation consists predominantly of volcani-

clastic conglomerates, arenites, wackes, and mudstones, of

fluviatile origin. Subordinate deposits indicative of lacustrine

or paralimnetic depositional environments are represented

by mudstones and shales, silicified stromatolitic algal bound-

stones and fine-grained, oscillation-rippled arenites. Inter-

stratified pyroclastic and mixed pyroclastic-epiclastic depos-

its (i.e., tuffites of Schmid, 1981), although a relatively minor

component of the formation’s thickness, are areally extensive

and are useful marker beds. These markers facilitated struc-

tural mapping and provided a framework for understanding

lateral facies changes in the fluviatile and lacustrine deposits.

For descriptive purposes, two of these markers were used to

informally subdivide the formation into lower (Tbl), middle

(Tbm), and upper (Tbu) units. These units are arbitrarily

defined with respect to sediment lithology and mode of de-

position. One lithologically distinctive agglomerate unit was

referred to as the Indian Caves member of the Bopesta For-

mation by Michael (1960). This member is referred to here

as the informal unit Tbi. The generalized stratigraphic re-

lationship of these units is shown diagrammatically in Fig-

ure 2.

Stratotypes of the Bopesta Formation proposed by pre-

vious investigators were found to be inadequate, as discussed

above. A neostratotype (Plate II, Section II) is designated

here along a north-northwest trending transect from the NW
'/4, Sec. 4, T 32 S, R 35 E to the SE 'A, Sec. 32, T 3 1 S, R 35 E,

in a canyon draining south into Pine Tree Canyon. The lo-

cation of the neostratotype was selected because all four units

of the Bopesta Formation are present and are well exposed.

Two additional stratigraphic sections of the Bopesta For-

mation were measured, east and west of the neostratotype,

and are shown on Plate II, Sections I and III.

Unit Tbl. The base of the lowest unit of the Bopesta For-

mation is defined as the top of the stratigraphically highest

basalt of the Kinnick Formation, member Tk 1 0. The contact

between Tk 10 and Tbl is conformable, sharp, and traceable

laterally through the mapped area (Figure 1 1). Lithologically,

this contact separates the Kinnick Formation, pyroclastic and

epiclastic deposits intercalated with basaltic flows, from the

Bopesta Formation, which is comprised chiefly of sedimen-

tary deposits with minor pyroclastic and tuflite interbeds.

The selection of this boundary arbitrarily separates the epi-

clastic deposits of the upper Kinnick Formation (Tk 7 and

Tk 9) from the epiclastic deposits of the lower part of the

Bopesta Formation.

Tbl is directly overlain by the middle unit, Tbm, in the

eastern part of the mapped area. The top of Tbl is defined

as the sharp basal contact of an extensive, thick to very thick,

tabular, tuffite marker bed. The tuflite is a greenish gray

weathering, moderately to poorly sorted, tuflaceous conglom-

eratic wacke. Lapilli clasts range from grayish white to red-

dish brown, hornblende to plagioclase porphyritic andesite.

At the neostratotype (Plate II), this tuflite is about 285 ft.

(87 m) above the base of the formation. Approximately 1000

ft. (305 m) east of the type section (Plate I), a unit of ag-

glomerates, Tbi, becomes intercalated with Tbl and extends

to the west. Some 30 ft. (9 m) below the tuflite marker at the

neostratotype, Tbi crops out and is about 20 ft. (6 m) thick,

so that the combined thickness of Tbl there is 265 ft. (8 1 m).

The tuflite marker is concealed and apparently pinches out

to the west in the Tehachapi NE 7.5-minute quadrangle. In

the western portion of the mapped area, Tbl interfingers with

and is overlain by Tbi.

The lithotypes embraced in unit Tbl are heterogeneous and

may undergo rather abrupt vertical facies and lateral thick-

ness changes. Overall, the deposits of this unit indicate a

paralimnetic or lacustrine depositional environment. How-
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Figure 12. View southeast in Sec. 34, T 31 S, R 34 E, showing an

agglomerate/breccia of Tbi in foreground, overlain by a volcanic

conglomerate and interbedded mudstones and cherts of Tbl. The

cherts and mudstones are part of the Phillips Ranch locality (V-2577

and LACM(CIT) 503).

ever, in the eastern part of the mapped area (NE 'A, Sec. 4

and NW‘A, Sec. 3, T 32 S, R 35 E and Sec. 34, T 31 S, R
35 E), a coarse tuffaceous facies is present.

In the western mapped area, in the vicinity of the Phillips

Ranch faunal locality (Sec. 34, T 31 S, R 35 E), Tbl inter-

digitates with andesitic agglomerates and breccias of unit Tbi.

Tbl is well exposed here, consisting of interbedded cherts,

tuffs, and volcanic conglomerates, arenites, wackes, and

mudstones. Two thick volcaniclastic conglomerate beds rest

on two of the intercalated agglomerates. Above the lower

conglomerate are interstratified cherts and mudstones that

are about 30 ft. (9 m) thick (Eigure 12). The cherts occur as

stringers to medium-thick beds. The stringers often exhibit

crinkled bedding characteristic of a stromatolitic algal bound-

stone. An abundance of subhorizontal to vertical root casts

in the cherts and juxtaposed mudstones suggests that the

cherts are secondary in origin, replacing calcareous mud-
stones and/or limestones deposited in a paralimnetic envi-

ronment. Furthermore, because the root casts in the mud-
stones also are silicified, they may have functioned as conduits

for post-depositional silica migration. The Phillips Ranch
local fauna was collected, at least in part, from this unit.

The upper volcanic conglomerate of Tbl is bright blue-

green, contains subangular andesitic cobbles and boulders,

and exhibits a sharp, erosional base. Locally above this is a

sparsely fossiliferous, thin-bedded, white porcellanite that

probably represents a silicified tuff. Just below the top of Tbl

there is a thin- to very thick-bedded, fine ash, air-fall tuff.

This tuff is also locally silicified or, as at the Filtrol Corpo-

ration quarry, altered to zeolites (notably naturalite). Axelrod

(1939) described a Miocene flora from this quarry (locality

P-3643). At the base of the tuff is a dense tangled mass of

sedge and reed-like plants. Within the tuff are scattered, ran-

domly oriented leaves, mostly of woody plants. Axelrod ( 1939)

also found freshwater snails (Limnaea and IPlanorbis) locally

in a mudstone above the tuff. Above this and below the

Figure 13. View east along Pine Tree Canyon showing Tk 10, Tbl,

and Tbi at the neostratotype section of the Bopesta Formation. The
Mojave Desert is in the background.

overlying agglomerate of Tbi, "^Merychippus" carrizoensis

and abundant palm fossils are present. This tuff is a useful

marker and can be traced in Sec. 33 and 34, T 31 S, R 34 E
and in the SW'A, Sec. 2, T 32 S, R 34 E, where it is massive

and very thick bedded.

Tbl thickens to the southeast where it is well exposed on

the steep south slopes of Engle Mountain (SE ‘A, Sec. 1 and
NW‘A, Sec. 12, T 32 S, R 34 E, and SW‘A, Sec. 6 and NW
‘A, Sec. 7, T 31 S, R 35 E) (Figure 1 1). Present immediately

above Tk 10 is a silicified algal boundstone about 1.5 ft. (0.5

m) thick. Above this are two very thick units of thinly lam-

inated, medium-grained arenites with an intervening unit of

dark gray shale. Above the sandstone is a very thick sequence

of massive mudstone that becomes laminated in its upper

portion. Resting upon the mudstone is a pinkish white, me-
dium-bedded, coarse tuff that is overlain by a very thick unit

of interstratified, fine- to medium-grained arenite. The ar-

enite exhibits internal sets of cross and parallel laminae, and
oscillation ripples on bedding surfaces. Above this is a se-

quence of interbedded mudstones and arenites capped by an

agglomerate of unit Tbi. The agglomerate is overlain by a

thick sequence of fissule mudstone that is in turn overlain

by the stratigraphically highest agglomerate of unit Tbi.

At the neostratotype (Plate II), in the NW‘A, Sec. 4, T 32

S, R 35 E, unit Tbl consists mainly of interbedded cherts,

siliceous siltstones, and volcanic arenites, wackes, and mud-
stones (Figure 1 3). Above the contact with the deeply weath-

ered dark green-brown basalt of Tk 10, rests about 100 ft.

(30 m) of interbedded volcanic arenites and mudstones. The
massive, very thick-bedded, gray-green mudstone exhibits

creamy mottling, interpreted as representing altered pumi-
ceous lapilli fragments. The volcanic arenites are light gray

to yellow-gray, medium- to thick-bedded, tabular or lentic-

ular, medium- to coarse-grained and moderately to well sort-

ed, with crude plane-parallel lamination.

The overlying 60 ft. (18 m) of strata are composed of

interbedded cherts, siliceous siltstones, and volcanic mud-
stone. A lower siliceous sequence, 16 ft. (5 m) thick, includes
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Figure 14. Close-up of Ihe lower sequence of cherts, siliceous silt-

stones, and volcanic mudstone of Tbl at the neostratotype section.

The resistant beds are 16 ft. (5 m) thick.

a thick-bedded massive chert overlain by interstratified, thin-

to medium-bedded, platy to massive siliceous siltstones (Fig-

ure 14). Some of the siliceous beds have occasional lapilli

clasts, and parting surfaces of the platy siltstones commonly
have oxidized plant impressions. These siliceous rocks are

overlain by 18 ft. (5.5 m) of massive, green-gray volcanic

mudstone. The mudstone in turn, is overlain by a medium-
to thick-bedded sequence of massive wackes. An upper si-

liceous sequence, like the lower one, consists of a thick-bed-

ded chert overlain by interbedded, platy to massive, siliceous

mudstones. Lapilli fragments also are found in the massive

siltstones and plant fragments are present on the bedding

planes of the platy siltstones. Elongated chert nodules are

parallel to bedding in the massive siltstones. This indicates

that the chert is secondary in origin and, as discussed above,

may be replacing primary calcareous deposits.

The upper portion of unit Tbl, excluding the intercalated

agglomerate of unit Tbi, consists of an overall upward-fining

sequence of interbedded volcanic arenites, wackes, and mud-
stones. The wackes and mudstones are generally thick- to

very thick-bedded, massive, and have scattered altered la-

pilli fragments. The volcanic arenites are thin-bedded with

sharp basal contacts, fine- to medium-grained, well sorted

and typically plane-parallel laminated. Interbedded in the

finer arenites is a thick-bedded, tabular volcanic conglom-

eratic arenite. It is poorly sorted, ranging from fine-sand to

pebble-sized lapilli and exhibits plane-parallel lamination.

Unit Tbl thins to the east, with the mudstones and cherts

that pinch out being replaced by coarse arenites and tuffites.

At stratigraphic section III (Plate II) in Sec. 34, T 31 S, R
35 E, the basal contact is obscured and probably faulted. The
basal sequence here consists of poorly exposed volcanic wacke

and coarse-grained arenite. Above this, Tbl consists of re-

sistant volcanic conglomerates and tuffites interbedded with

less resistant volcanic arenite and wacke. The tuffites are

gray-green, thick- to very thick-bedded, tabular and some-

what extensive, texturally massive, and exhibit sharp basal

contacts. They consist of poorly to very poorly sorted, sub-

rounded to subangular, coarse-sand to pebble-sized lapilli

Figure 15. An andesitic breccia and overlying agglomerate of the

lower subunit of Tbi in the NW'A, NW'/,, Sec. 35, T 31 S. R 34 E.

Note lack of internal stratification and the diffuse contact between

the breccia and agglomerate. Map board is 1 ft. (30 cm) in length.

fragments in a tuffaceous wacke matrix. The volcanic con-

glomerates are thick-bedded, texturally massive, and consist

of poorly sorted, subangular to rounded, granule to pebble

clasts in a coarse-grained arenite matrix. The less resistant

volcanic wackes and arenites are texturally massive and poor-

ly sorted, containing clasts up to granule and boulder-size,

respectively.

Unit Tbi. This unit is composed of andesitic agglomerates

and breccias. Very thick-bedded agglomerates are interstrat-

ified with and overlie the sediments of unit Tbl. Mapping of

this unit is complicated because it cannot be defined simply

as the strata enclosed by a lower and upper contact. The

clasts of the agglomerates are transitional between andesite

and dacite. Phenocrysts include hornblende, plagioclase, and

rare embedded quartz (less than 5 percent). The ground mass

is pilotaxitic to cryptofelsitic. Because geochemical analyses

were not undertaken, these clasts will be referred to as an-

desite senso lato. Although mapped as one unit, two subunits

can be recognized on the basis of phenocryst composition of

the clasts. The lower agglomerate-breccia subunit is com-

posed of heterolithic clasts that have phenocryst assemblages

ranging from predominantly hornblende to predominantly

plagioclase, with intermediate mixtures of both. The clasts

of the upper agglomerate subunit are characterized by the

predominance of plagioclase phenocrysts. Tbi is thickest in

the northwestern portion of the mapped area, where both

subunits crop out.

The lower agglomerate-breccia subunit consists of several

beds that are interstratified with the sediments of Tbl. The

lower beds are buff colored with gray-white and dark red-
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Figure 16. Close-up of the breccia shown in Figure 15. Note the

poor sorting with respect to both clast size and angularity. Mapboard

is 1 ft. (30 cm) in length.

purple mottling, very thick-bedded (up to 20-1- ft., 7 m),

moderately resistant, and internally non-stratified. The clasts

are moderately to poorly sorted, subrounded to angular, la-

pilli- to block-sized, porphyritic andesite (Figures 15, 16).

Clast abundance (i.e., visual determination of the percentage

of a bed composed of clasts as opposed to matrix) varies

from about 40 to 60 percent. The matrix consists of sand-

sized hornblende and plagioclase crystal fragments, volcanic

fragments, and authigenic mud. These beds are variable in

thickness. They thicken greatly in Sec. 35, T 31 S, R 34 E,

and thin to the south and southwest apparently pinching out

in Sec. 7, T 32 S, R 34 E. Generally, the lower agglomerates

are difficult to map because they undergo rapid lateral thick-

ness changes and are locally poorly exposed.

The upper bed of the lower subunit is a very thick (75 -f-

ft., 23 m), resistant, extensive, tuffaceous breccia-agglomer-

ate. The color of the weathered breccia-agglomerate depends

on the amount of varnish and lichen, but generally ranges

from brownish orange to black over a pale greenish gray to

buff with gray-white and purple-gray mottles. On fresh sur-

faces the matrix is locally bright blue-green. The thick se-

quence is very poorly sorted and internal stratification is not

apparent. The basal contact is typically sharp, but large-scale

load structures are present locally. Clast abundance is vari-

able, ranging from up to 60 percent in the western area to as

low as 30 percent in the eastern mapped area. Clasts are

subrounded to subangular and range from lapilli to blocks

over 3 ft. (1 m) in diameter. Clast size also decreases from

west to east. The clasts, although andesitic, are heterolithic

with respect to their phenocryst assemblages. The matrix is

composed of sand-sized hornblende and plagioclase crystal

Figure 17. Agglomerate/breccias of the lower subunit of Tbi in the

NW/4, NE '4, Sec. 1 1 , T 32 S, R 34 E. Interstratified sediments of

TbI are poorly exposed. The outcrop on the horizon is the most

extensive bed of Tbi.

fragments, volcanic fragments, and authigenic mud. An
opaque iron mineral is present along clast margins and has

replaced many of the hornblende phenocrysts along with

hematite. Throughout its extensive outcrop, the color, tex-

ture, and composition vary somewhat. However, its relative

resistance to erosion has resulted in extensive exposures, that

are often of bold relief (Figure 17). The characteristic nature

of this bed facilitated lithostratigraphic correlation of the

lower sequence between the eastern and western parts of the

mapped area.

The upper agglomerate subunit crops out in the northwest

part of the mapped area, and is exposed best along the ridge

in the south-central part of Sec. 34, T 31 S, R 34 E. Here

the upper agglomerates are dark purplish to reddish gray,

very thick bedded, poorly sorted, and lack internal stratifi-

cation. Clasts are subangular to rounded, ranging in size from

lapilli to blocks over 3 ft. (1 m) in diameter; they compose

Figure 18. Agglomerate of the upper subunit of Tbi in the NE '4,

SW' 4 , Sec. 34, T 3 1 S, R 34 E. Note the poor size sorting of the

clasts, subangular to subrounded shape of the clasts and lack of

internal stratification. Field notebook is 6 in. (15 cm) in length.
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Figure 19. Upper marker bed separating Tbm and Tbu in the SW
'/t. Sec. 32, T 3 1 S, R 35 E. This bed consists of a granule to gravel

tuffaceous breccia. Upper portion of the marker is not shown here.

Jacob’s staff is 5 ft. (1.5 m) in length. Up is to the left.

between 30 and 60 percent of the agglomerate (Figure 18).

The clasts are monolithic, porphyritic hornblende plagioclase

andesite.

Unit Tbm. This is the thickest and most widely exposed

unit of the Bopesta Formation. At the neostratotype this unit

is about 1000 ft. (305 m) thick. Grouped between two tuffite

marker beds, unit Tbm consists of a lower lacustrine se-

quence and an overlying fluviatile sequence. The Tbl/Tbm
contact is defined in the eastern half of the mapped area as

the base of the lower tuffite marker. Where the marker bed

is concealed, and where it apparently pinches out to the west,

the lower boundary of Tbm is taken as the top of the highest

agglomerate of unit Tbi. Unit Tbm is overlain by unit Tbu
around the south flank of Sweet Ridge. The contact between

the two is defined as the top of another distinctive tuffite

marker bed. This tuffite consists of two components, of which

the lower thins and fines from west to east. In the west, the

lower part of the marker is a pinkish orange-stained, olive-

green to drab tuffaceous breccia (Figure 19). The breccia is

very thick-bedded, resistant, moderately to poorly sorted with

angular to subrounded clasts ranging from granule to gravel

in size. To the east, the lower part is represented by an olive-

green, medium- to thick-bedded, moderately resistant, well-

sorted, fine- to medium-grained volcanic arenite. The upper

part of this marker bed is less resistant, but is very distinctive,

being composed almost entirely of grayish white lapilli frag-

ments (Figure 20). Measured stratigraphic sections through

Tbm are shown on Plate II.

The lower portion of unit Tbm is represented by a sequence

of interbedded fine-grained volcanic arenites, wackes, mud-
stones, and cherts. These deposits are similar to those of unit

Tbl, and represent a continuation of lacustrine and marginal

lacustrine deposition into unit Tbm. This facies thins from

west to east, pinching out in the NE 'A, Sec. 4, T 32 S, R
35 E.

The lower sequence of Tbm is widely exposed in the west-

ern mapped area (E 'A, Sec. 34 and W'/ 2
,

Sec. 35, T 31 S, R

Figure 20. Upper marker bed in SE 'A, Sec. 33, T 31 S, R 35 E.

Lower resistant portion of the marker is a fine- to medium-grained

volcanic arenite. The upper part is composed almost entirely of

grayish white lapilli tuffite. Scale in the center of the photograph is

6 in. (1 5 cm) in length.

34 E). Lying on unit Tbi is a thick-bedded, tabular, massive

chert. The color of the weathered chert is white with orange-

brown stains, but its internal color is dark brown to black.

This bed is very resistant and locally caps dip slopes. The
overlying interbedded cherts, volcanic arenites, and wackes

are not as well exposed and are often obscured by chert float.

Michael ( 1 960) correlated this sequence to the Phillips Ranch
faunal locality cherts. Although lithologically similar, these

cherts are not stratigraphically correlative.

The lower sequence of Tbm is poorly exposed in the central

mapped area. Farther east, in the area of the neostratotype,

the lower portion of this unit is exposed. The sequence here

is similar to that in the western area, however, the chert beds

are not as voluminous. Most of this sequence is composed

of interbedded fine-grained volcanic arenites, wackes, and

some poorly exposed mudstones and cherts. The volcanic

arenites and wackes vary from thin- to thick-bedded, are

texturally massive, and often contain silicified root casts and

faint vertical burrows. Chert nodules are present along pri-

mary depositional laminae in one of the wacke beds, sug-

gesting that some of the cherts, at least locally, are secondary

in origin.

Fluviatile deposits are the primary constituents of unit

Tbm. Accompanying the fluviatile deposits is a change in

clast composition and provenance. In the lacustrine and mar-

ginal lacustrine facies of Tbl and lower Tbm, the clastic sed-

iments are composed of locally derived volcanics. Volcani-

clastics also predominate in the fluviatile deposit, but plutonic

and rare metamorphic clasts are present in the coarser facies.

The latter two clast types could also have been locally de-

rived. The fluviatile deposits are fossiliferous, containing

sparse micro- and macro-vertebrate remains.

The transition between the lacustrine and the fluviatile

deposits of unit Tbm is poorly exposed and complicated by

faulting in the west and central mapped area. In the area of

the neostratotype (Sec. 4, T 32 S, R 35 E), the transition is
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Figure 21. Crossing the center of the photograph is a thick-bedded,

olive-green, intralaminated, fine-grained, biotitic, tuffaceous arenite.

Tuffites like this are common in Tbm. Jacob’s staff is 5 ft. (1.5 m)

in length.

exposed, but is subtle. The lower sequence gives way to very

thick mudstone deposits interbedded with volcanic arenites,

and subordinate sideritic mudstones and biotitic tuffites. The
fine-grained deposits of the transition here interdigitate lat-

erally with coarser fluviatile deposits, both westward and

eastward. This relationship is shown by the biotitic tuffites

that persist into the coarser facies.

These tuffites are purplish gray to olive-green weathering,

gray-green, medium- to thick-bedded, plane-parallel intra-

laminated to massive, very fine to coarse-grained, tuffaceous

biotitic arenites and wackes (Figure 21). Marked by sharp

basal contacts, these beds are resistant, tabular, and exten-

sive. The tuffites consist of, in decreasing order of abundance,

plagioclase, biotite and quartz grains, and pilotaxitic lapilli

fragments in a microgranular to murky submicroscopic ma-
trix. Most of these tuffites are distinguished by their biotite

crystals and crystal fragments that are quite visible in hand
samples. The purplish tint of the tuffite is due to the presence

of authigenic clays.

The fluviatile sequence consists chiefly of very thick-bed-

ded, coarse-grained arenites and conglomerates, thin- to thick-

bedded lenses and sheets of medium- to coarse-grained ar-

enites, and very thick wacke and mudstone deposits (Figure

22). These are interpreted as representing channel fills, sand

splays, and overbank deposits, respectively. The proportions

of these deposits vary laterally; however, the channel fills are

subordinate to the sand splays and overbank deposits in

cumulative thickness. All of these fluviatile facies are fossil-

iferous.

Channel deposits are quite variable in their textures and

sedimentary structures. In outcrop they are most commonly
yellowish green, very thick-bedded, resistant, locally lentic-

ular to somewhat extensive tabular bodies. The channel fills

are found as a single deposit, or as stacks of deposits. When
stacked, lower channel fills tend to be partially, or nearly, cut

out by subsequent scour, and covered by fill.

An upward fining of particle size is characteristic of the

Figure 22. Jacob’s staff is placed on a tuffite of Tbm in the SW'A,

Sec. 3 1 ,
T 3 1 S, R 35 E, on the south bank of Cache Creek. The

sequence above the tuffite consists of interbedded light gray, medi-

um- to coarse-grained arenites and gray-green wackes and mud-

stones. The sequence is capped by an orange-stained, yellow-green,

tabular cross-stratified, locally conglomeratic, coarse-grained are-

nite.

channel deposits. A sharp erosional basal contact with local

scour channels is typical. The scour channels are often back-

filled with poorly sorted, subrounded to rounded, coarse sand

to boulders up to 2 ft. (0.6 m) in diameter (Figure 23). The

lag deposits are mostly composed of gravel- to cobble-sized

clasts that rarely exhibit crude imbrication. Tabular cross-

beds of moderately sorted, coarse-grained, conglomeratic,

lithic arenites typically overlie the lag deposits. In turn, these

cross-beds are diffusely overlain by plane-parallel laminated,

moderately to well sorted, medium- to very coarse-grained

arenites.

Several variations to this sequence occur. Tabular or trough

cross-stratification, or plane-parallel stratification of coarse-

grained arenites may be present above the basal contaet of

the channel fill. Trough cross-stratification may also be pres-

ent in medium- to coarse-grained arenites in the medial por-

Figure 23. A stacked channel fill of Tbm, along stratigraphic sec-

tion I, exhibiting a very coarse lenticular lag deposit. Jacob’s staff is

5 ft. (1.5 m) in length.
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Figure 24. Isolated dentary of Merychippiis cf. A/, intennontamis

(UCR 20858) in a coarse sand-grained matrix. The specimen occurs

in a conglomerate and coarse-grained arenite channel fill in Tbm,
along stratigraphic section I. Scale above the dentary is 6 in. ( 1 5 cm)
in length.

tion of the channel fill. Small-scale cross-lamination is ap-

parently lacking in these deposits, perhaps due to the

coarseness of the detritus. Isolated, disarticulated vertebrate

elements and fragmentary pieces of silicified wood are rare

in the channel fills (Figure 24).

Thin stringers to medium-bedded lenses and sheets of rel-

atively resistant, fine- to coarse-grained arenites are repeti-

tively interbedded in the very thick wacke and mudstone

deposits (Figures 22, 25). These interbeds consist of light

gray, moderately to well sorted, grain-supported, volcanic

arenites. The basal contact of these deposits is usually sharp

but irregular. Internally, the arenites are typically massive,

however, plane-parallel lamination and tabular cross-strat-

ification are rarely present. Root casts and, less commonly,
vertebrate fossils are present in these beds.

Thick-bedded, tabular, extensive, light gray, grain-sup-

ported, medium- to coarse-grained arenite and conglomer-

atic lithic arenite are infrequently interbedded between the

thick wacke and mudstone units. These beds are often stacked

and exhibit plane-parallel lamination.

Thick deposits of wacke and mudstone comprise a major

component of unit Tbm. The wackes are composed of fine

sand and silt in a mud matrix. These fine-grained deposits

are less resistant than the conglomerates and arenites of the

unit and are best exposed in canyon badlands. Where deeply

weathered and mantled by a slaked surface, they appear mas-

sive, ranging from light to dark grayish green and drab. How-
ever, where well exposed, these deposits are variegated light

and dark gray-green interbedded wackes and mudstones (Fig-

ure 25). Fissility was not observed in any of these fine-grained

deposits. Root casts are locally very abundant and vertebrate

fossils are common.
Interstratified in some of the thicker mudstone units are

red-brown to maroon, medium- to thick-bedded, lenticular

to tabular, texturally massive, sideritic mudstones. Whether
or not the siderite is secondary or primary is unclear. Some

Figure 25. Variegated light and dark gray-green, interbedded wackes

and mudstones of Tbm (lower portion of the photograph). Light

gray, granule conglomeratic, coarse-grained arenite occurs at the base

of the Jacob’s staff. Yellow-green to drab, granule to cobble con-

glomeratic coarse-grained arenites occur at the top of the outcrop.

Upper marker bed is visible in the right central portion of the pho-

tograph. Fossil locality LACM(CIT) 502 is on the bench above the

upper marker bed. Jacob’s staff is 5 ft. (1.5 m) in length.

reddish horizons in the mudstone may represent poorly de-

veloped paleosols.

A chert bed rests on a channel fill in the area of stratigraphic

sections I and III. Whether these cherts are stratigraphically

correlated is uncertain. The chert in Sec. 34, T 31 S, R 35 E

was thin sectioned and found to consist of cryptocrystalline

quartz and fossiliferous porcellanite. Within the porcellanite

are preserved vascular plant fragments and questionable dia-

toms. Although most of the plant fragments were not iden-

tified, some material appears to represent grasses. Moreover,

fossil horse remains were found imbedded in the top of the

chert bed.

A few white, fine ash tuffs are present in unit Tbm. They

are thin-bedded, non-extensive and non-resistant, and were

always found interbedded in thick wacke or mudstone de-

posits.

Unit Tbu. This is the least extensively exposed unit of the

Bopesta Formation, cropping out in a broad arcuate belt

around the southern flank of Sweet Ridge. This unit typically

weathers into steep canyon badlands that are most prevalent

in Sec. 32 and 33, T 31 S, R 35 E, and Sec. 5, T 32 S, R 35

E. As measured at the neostratotype, Tbu has a minimum
thickness of 790 ft. (241 m). The base of Tbu is defined as

the top of a lapilli tuffite marker bed. Unit Tbu is overlain,

with angular unconformity, by the Cache Peak formation of

Michael (1960).

Similar to unit Tbm, this unit consists predominantly of

sediments interpreted as channel fills, sand splays, and over-

bank deposits. Unique to unit Tbu are a few very thick (up

to 45 ft., 14 m) conglomeratic deposits. These deposits are

composed of interbedded coarse-grained arenites and con-

glomerates. The interbeds are diffusely defined by the amount

of gravel-sized material. The arenites are medium- to very

coarse-grained, subangular to subrounded, and moderately
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sorted, excluding gravel-sized material. Although grain sup-

ported, some argillaceous material is usually present. The

clasts range from granules to boulders, yet pebble- to cobble-

sized clasts are most common. These clasts are subrounded

to rounded and composed mostly of intermediate volcanics,

granitics, quartzite, and reworked tuffites and volcanic sed-

iments. The deposits exhibit crude horizontal stratification

defined by grain size variation and alignment of the long axis

of the pebbles and cobbles (Figure 26). The conglomerates

are rarely clast supported.

The stratigraphy of Tbu in upper Cache Creek (NE 'A, Sec.

32, T 31 S, R 35 E) has been complicated by mass wasting.

The original bedding has been distorted and bedding atti-

tudes vary rapidly within small areas. Deformation of the

sediments of Tbu in this area is probably due to strain im-

posed by the overlying thick deposits of the Cache Peak

formation, as previously noted.

Unit Tbu is fossiliferous and has produced several rich

fossil sites. The fossils commonly are found in sand splays

that exhibit root casts, and in the superjacent overbank de-

posits.

DEPOSITIONALENVIRONMENT

The Bopesta Formation was deposited along the axial portion

of an elongated basin. The basin was bounded to the north-

west by an active volcanic highland, and to the southeast by

a granitic and metamorphic basement terrain. The stratig-

raphy of the formation records an overall upward coarsening,

maturation, and increase in lithologic heterogeneity of clastic

sediments. These trends indicate changes in source terrain,

and in gradient of the drainage basin.

Two sedimentary sequences are recognized. The lower se-

quence is interpreted as having been deposited in lacustrine,

marginal lacustrine (i.e., paralimnetic) and distal alluvial plain

environments. The upper fluviatile sequence is interpreted

as having been deposited in migrating braided stream chan-

nels and on an adjacent floodplain. Pyroclastic and laharic

deposits, derived from the bordering volcanic highland, are

intercalated mainly with the lower sequence. Laterally, to the

north, these deposits were laid down in a more proximal

volcanic environment.

Lacustrine, paralimnetic, and distal alluvial facies are pres-

ent in unit Tbl and in the lower portion of unit Tbm. The

evidence for paralimnetic deposition is substantial, whereas

the evidence for the others is based to a large degree upon

facies association. A combination of lithology, sedimentary

structures, and fossil biota are indicative of the paralimnetic

facies. The lithologies of this facies include chert, mudstone,

and fine- to medium-grained arenites. The indicators of this

facies are: (1) silicified stromatolitic algal boundstones, (2)

freshwater mollusks, (3) vertical burrows, (4) in situ fossil

sedges and rushes, (5) root casts in the cherts and mudstones,

and (6) oscillation ripples in the arenites. The cherts are

interpreted as secondary in origin and replacement of fresh-

water limestones that were composed of micrite. Micrite,

deposited by carbonate-secreting aquatic algae living along

the margins of a relatively warm alkaline lake, is indicated

Figure 26. Horizontally stratified, coarse-grained, conglomeratic

arenites of Tbu, along the type section. Note the subrounded to

rounded shape of the clasts. Jacob’s staff is 5 ft. (1.5 m) in length.

by the stromatolitic algal boundstones. The massive cherts

with root casts may have replaced micrites deposited inor-

ganically along a vegetated shoreline.

Interbedded with sediments indicative of a paralimnetic

environment are mudstones and shale that are very thick in

the central part of the mapped area. These fine-grained sed-

iments are presumably products of deposition from suspen-

sion and are locally laminated but not varved. Megafossils

or evidence of desiccation were not found. This suggests that

the fine-grained sediments were deposited in a lacustrine

environment that received little organic matter and was, per-

haps, too alkaline to support a limnetic fauna.

Interstratified sequences of volcanic wackes, arenites, and

conglomeratic arenites also are interbedded with paralim-

netic deposits in the western and eastern part of the mapped
area. The predominant lithology of these sequences is mod-
erately to well sorted, plane-parallel stratified or massive

arenites that are sheet-like in geometry. The granule to peb-

ble, often lapilli, moderately to poorly sorted, conglomeratic

arenites exhibit massive texture, plane-parallel or crude cross-

stratification, and may be tabular or lenticular. The sedi-

mentary structures indicate traction deposition from

unidirectional flow. Because of their close association with

deposits of paralimnetic origin, these sediments are assumed

to represent distal alluvial plain deposition. A possible mode
of deposition for these sediments is from catastrophic sheet

floods. This would produce upper flow regime deposits and

yield sheet-like, fairly well sorted sand bodies (Collinson,

1978; Nilsen, 1982).

Agglomerates and breccias of unit Tbi overlie, or are in-

terbedded with, the paralimnetic and lacustrine facies, re-

spectively. This suggests that some of the agglomerates were

deposited subaqueously, at least in part. This is further sub-

stantiated by the presence of load structures locally at the

base of the most extensive bed of Tbi. This indicates that

the agglomerate was locally deposited on water-saturated

sediments. Subaqueous deposition may account for the fairly

consistent thickness and extensive tabular geometry of this
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bed where it is associated with the lacustrine facies. Agglom-

erates and breccias of Tbi were also deposited, in part, sub-

areally. Subareal deposition is indicated by the abundance

of palm wood, fronds, and local in situ stumps subjacent to

the base of the extensive agglomerate bed in the northwestern

mapped area.

Agglomerates and breccias of Tbi thicken and coarsen to

the northwest, with the unit attaining its maximum thickness,

within the mapped area, in the NE 'A, Sec. 34 and NW'/i.

Sec. 35, T 31 S, R 34 E. The agglomerates and breccias are

interpreted as lahars. The criteria for this interpretation fol-

low those of Parsons (1969) and are: (1) massive internal

structure, (2) extremely poor sorting, (3) lack of vertical grad-

ing, (4) subangular to subrounded clasts intermixed in a cha-

otic manner, (5) clasts composed almost exclusively of vol-

canic fragments, and (6) thick beds of uniform thickness and

sheet-like geometry. The heterolithic nature of the lower sub-

unit of Tbi indicates that these lahars are probably not py-

roclastic in origin, but represent mudflows emanating from

a weathered volcanic terrain. The upper subunit is charac-

terized by subrounded monolithic clasts. The lack of lithic

mixing in this subunit may indicate a pyroclastic origin. In

any case, the northwesterly thickening and coarsening of the

lahar agglomerates and breccias suggest that an active vol-

canic highland was located just north of the northwest mapped

area.

The upper fluviatile facies of units Tbm and Tbu consist

of sediments interpreted as channel fills, sand splays, and

overbank deposits. The channel fills are composed of grain-

supported, coarse sands and gravels that exhibit an upward-

fining trend. This trend may result from the decrease in flow

strength during the waning stages of a single flood event, or

by mundane channel migration.

A somewhat idealized sequence of the primary sedimen-

tary structures of these channels is: ( 1 ) scoured basal contact,

(2) lenticular gravel lag deposit, (3) tabular or trough cross-

stratification of conglomeratic or coarse-grained arenite pro-

duced by bar or cross channel bar migration, and (4) plane-

parallel stratification of medium- to coarse-grained arenite

produced by braid bar accretion (i.e., sandflats). The coarse-

ness of the sediments, moderate to poor sorting, frequency

of tabular cross-stratification, and apparent lack of regular

cyclicity are indicative of braided stream deposition (Miall,

1977; Collinson, 1978; Cant, 1982).

Interstratified with the channel deposits are thick, fine-

grained wacke and mudstone deposits that are repetitively

interbedded by thin- to thick-bedded, grain-supported ar-

enites. The mudstone and wackes are interpreted as having

been deposited from suspension by turbid waters entering a

low-energy environment. In this model the fine sands and

silt would settle first, resulting in the variegated wacke and

mudstones observed. This low-energy environment is in-

ferred to have been a floodplain, based on the juxtaposition

with channel fills, and the presence of root casts, terrestrial

vertebrate fossils, and poorly developed paleosols in the fine-

grained deposits. The presence of in situ root casts suggests

only temporary subaqueous conditions.

The interbedded arenites were deposited on the floodplain

sediments with sharp, but irregular basal contacts. The fine-

to coarse-grained, moderately to well sorted arenite beds are

lenticular to sheet-like in geometry and often exhibit plane-

parallel and, rarely, tabular cross-stratification. These char-

acteristics are indicative of sandbars driven from braided

streams out onto the floodplain during high flow stage (Cant,

1982). These sand splays may contain disarticulated terres-

trial vertebrate fossils and post-depositional in situ root casts.

Several very thick deposits of interstratified coarse-grained

arenites and conglomeratic arenite are present in unit Tbu.

Crude horizontal stratification, defined by grain size varia-

tion and alignment of the long axis of the subrounded pebbles

and cobbles, characterize these deposits. Although rare plu-

tonic and metamorphic grains and clasts are present in the

channel fills of units Tbm and Tbu, these clast types are

conspicuous in these conglomeratic deposits. These clast li-

thologies are locally derivable from the basement terrain to

the east. A western source for these clasts does not seem

likely due to the lack of marble and schist, which are wide-

spread lithologies of the basement terrain west of the mapped
area.

Horizontally bedded conglomerates are indicative of large

longitudinal gravel bars of proximal braided rivers (Cant,

1982). However, the subrounded to rounded clasts indicate

a degree of textural maturity not expected in a proximal

depositional environment. This may suggest that these grav-

els are polycyclic in origin, an explanation not in agreement

with the apparent local derivation of the clasts. The thickness

of these deposits and the lack of internal scour channels

indicates rapid vertical accretion. Along with the increase in

the relative abundance of plutonic and metamorphic clasts,

coarseness and thickness of these channel fills may indicate

a change in the dynamics of the drainage basin.

Interbedded with the fluviatile sediments are chert, sid-

eritic mudstone, tuffite, and tuff. Two possibly correlative

argillaceous chert beds are interpreted to have replaced cal-

careous sediments deposited in a paludal environment. This

interpretation is based on the abundance of plant material,

the presence of horse fossils in one of these deposits, and the

association with the fluviatile sediments. Sideritic mudstones

are interbedded within thick deposits of mudstones inter-

preted as overbank deposits. Whether these deposits are pri-

mary or secondary is not clear. A few tuffs also occur in the

overbank deposits. These tuffs are thin-bedded and are not

extensive.

Tuffites in the fluviatile sequence include fine- to medium-
grained tuffaceous wacke and arenite, and tuffaceous breccia.

The tuffaceous wackes and arenites are tabular and extensive

where deposited on wacke or mudstone overbank deposits.

Where resting on, and/or overlain by, channel fills, these

tuffites are lenticular. The tuffites range from massive to in-

tralaminated, showing unidirectional traction features on

polished slabs. These features suggest a mode of deposition

such as might be expected from a distal lahar or a sheet flood

emanating from the volcanic highland. The upper tuffite

marker bed fines and thins from a tuffaceous breccia in its

western outcrop area, to a volcanic arenite in the eastern

extent of its exposure. This breccia is interpreted as a lahar
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Figure 27. Anticline associated with en echelon faulting in the SE
'/4, Sec. 36, T 31 S, R 34 E, south of Cache Creek. Two tuflfite beds

of Tbm are involved in the fold.

that apparently flowed in an easterly direction. The overlying

lapilli tuffite, so characteristic of the upper marker bed, is

believed to have been deposited as tephra.

STRUCTURE

The study area is located north, within 2 mi. (3.2 km), of the

Garlock fault zone, and about 12 mi. (19 km) west of the

Sierra Nevada fault zone (Figure 1). Evidence for 28 to 31

mi. (45 to 55 km) of left lateral separation in basement rocks

along the segment of the Garlock fault zone west of the Sierra

Nevada fault zone has been reported by Ross (1980). Sig-

nificant vertical displacement has also occurred along the

segment of the Garlock fault that bounds the southern front

of the Sierra Nevada. May (1981) states that younger branch-

es of the Garlock system in this area show vertical displace-

ment of alluvial sediments, with the up-thrown block on the

north. The Sierra Nevada fault zone shows significant normal

dislocation, with the western block being up-thrown relative

to the eastern block. The study area is situated on the up-

thrown Sierra Nevada block.

Given this setting, it is not surprising that the geology of

the study area is structurally complex. Major synclinal folds

are present, as are smaller scale synclinal and anticlinal folds.

The larger folds have been faulted, whereas some of the smaller

scale folds are related to faulting. The study area is pervaded

by faults, with most being high angle and northwest trending.

The structures described here are shown on the geologic map
and sections on Plate I.

FOLDS

Major folding of the Kinnick and Bopesta formations pre-

ceded major faulting and deposition of the Cache Peak for-

mation. This brackets the age of major folding between mid-
dle Miocene (late Barstovian) and some time in the Pliocene.

Two major synclines are present. The strata exposed north

of Cache Creek and Pine Tree Canyon, east of Horse Canyon
and west of the eastern map border, have been folded into

Figure 28. Viewing easterly almost along the axial plane of a syn-

cline associated with en echelon faulting in the NW‘/j. Sec. 6. T 32

S. R 35 E. south of Cache Creek. Strata of Tbm are involved in this

fold.

a very broad, shallow, open syncline (Plate I. Section A'-A").

It is delineated by the strike of bedding that forms an overall

arcuate pattern, concave to the north. Dips along this arc

average about 1 5°. The low angle of the dips relative to the

areal extent of the fold and the non-cylindric symmetry of

the fold, prevents the accurate location of an axial trace. This

is further complicated by a fault that bisects the fold, jux-

taposing somewhat discordant bedding attitudes. In the

mapped area, the fold appears to have a geometry similar to

a half basin. Further mapping to the north will be necessary

to more adequately define the geometry of this fold. Super-

imposed on the east limb of this fold are subtle, open syn-

clinal and anticlinal folds not indicated on the geologic map
(Plate I).

The strata west of Cache Creek and Horse Canyon have

been folded into an open syncline, as shown on Plate I, Sec-

tion A-B. The fold is broadly delineated by dips of about

14°S on the northern limb and dips of up to 30°N on the

southern limb. This fold has been disrupted by faulting to

such an extent that plotting an axial trace is dubious and

accordingly is not shown on the geologic map (Plate I). The
axial trace trends in an easterly direction and the fold plunges

between 8° and 1
5° to the east. In a fault block west of Cache

Creek, south of its confluence with Horse Creek, a portion

of this fold is more evident. The axial trace can only be

approximately located due to disruption of the fold by fault-

ing, and to poor exposures in the expected area of the axial

trace. Here the fold is broadly delineated by dips of 7° to 22°

SE on the northwest limb and 20° to 30°NWon the southeast

limb. The syncline plunges slightly to the northeast (about

8°) and is inclined about 10° to the southeast.

Folding of a lesser scale is associated with en echelon fault-

ing in the SE 'A, Sec. 36, T 31 S, R 34 E, in the SW'A, Sec.

31, T 31 S, R 35 E, and in the NW‘A, Sec. 6, T 32 S, R 35

E. The folds can be divided into two groups. The northern

group is represented by two anticlines with axial traces trend-

ing subparallel with faulting (Figure 27). These anticlines

appear to be genetically related. The second group is repre-
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sented by a re-folded anticline and syncline (Figure 28), which

are truncated by faulting. All the folds in this area plunge

gently in an easterly direction.

A paired syncline and anticline are present in the area of

the confluence of Florse and Cache creeks. These structures

are small scale and localized, dying out laterally. The max-

imum dip of the limbs ranges from 8° to 12°.

FAULTS

Faulting is pervasive in the study area. For descriptive pur-

poses the faults are separated into three categories: a north-

west-trending group, a north-trending group, and others.

Northwest-Trending Faults

These are the most common faults in the mapped area. East

and south of Cache Creek they trend about N75°W. West

and north of Cache Creek, the trends shift northerly to about

N55°W. Two major fault systems of this group are present

and description will be limited to them, although numerous

faults with this trend also are present.

The southernmost system was referred to as the Phillips

Ranch fault by Michael (1960). This system can be traced

from the western map border, east into Pine Tree Canyon.

East of there, the fault is concealed by a landslide and is

apparently truncated by the north-trending Sweet Ridge fault.

The Phillips Ranch fault locally bounds the southwestern

distribution of the Bopesta Formation. East of Cache Creek,

the fault is linear and delineated by offset lithologic units and

alignment of geomorphic features and springs. West of Cache

Creek, the fault branches into several segments that are cur-

vilinear. These segments are represented by offset lithologic

units. Although the fault surface is not exposed, its topo-

graphic expression indicates that it dips steeply to the north.

The northern block has been relatively down-thrown, with

dip separation estimated to be about 200 ft. (61 m) in Sec.

7, T 32 S, R 35 E. Translation along this fault appears to be

normal. The Phillips Ranch fault is significantly younger than

middle Miocene and is older than the Sweet Ridge fault.

Major faults north of, and parallel to, the Phillips Ranch

fault exhibit an opposite sense of displacement, and include

the second major northwest-trending fault system. This sys-

tem is locally coincident with the east fork of Cache Creek,

and is here referred to as the East Fork fault. This complex

system is composed of several branching, parallel, and en

echelon segments. The system lacks a through-going fault

trace. The eastern fault segments are delineated by offset

strata and exposed fault surfaces. The main fault segment,

m the NW'A, Sec. 5, T 32 S, R 35 E, trends roughly N70°W
and dips steeply to the north. A dip of 50°NE was measured

on the slip face, but its topographic expression indicates that

it dips more steeply. Displacement along this segment is

about 200 ft. (61 m), with the south block being relatively

down-thrown. West, in the SE 'A, Sec. 36, T 31 S, R 35 E,

this fault splays into en echelon fault segments, in which the

intervening strata have been folded. En echelon faulting oc-

curred in an area of transitional fault trends. To the north-

west, the fault segments trend more northerly at about N50°W.
The northwestern fault segments are delineated by truncated

strata, exposed fault surfaces, alignment of geomorphic fea-

tures, and silicified zones. The silicified zones have been

referred to as the “Florse Canyon agate beds,” a site renowned
among rock hounds for its “moss agate.” These fault seg-

ments are high angle and dip steeply to the south. Separation

on the smaller fault segments in Sec. 36 is relatively insig-

nihcant, whereas that of the major segments is substantial.

As shown on Plate I, Section C-C', separation on the main
fault segment in Sec. 36 is estimated to be about 900 ft. (274

m). The magnitude of displacement on more northeasterly

segments is difficult to estimate due to the inconsistent thick-

ness and abrupt facies changes of the agglomeratic units in

this area. Judging from aerial photographs, the East Fork

fault system extends northwest far beyond the mapped area.

Like the Phillips Ranch fault, this system is also post-middle

Miocene in age, but older than the Sweet Ridge fault.

North-Trending Faults

The only extensive through-going fault of this set is here

named the Sweet Ridge fault. Other north-trending faults

described here have been named the Skull Canyon and Cache

Creek faults by Michael (1960). Besides trend, these faults

are united on the basis of not being branched, in contrast to

the northwest-trending set. However, these faults are not all

genetically related.

The Sweet Ridge fault displaces the basement terrain and

the Kinnick and Bopesta formations. The Cache Peak for-

mation has also been affected, but signihcant offset is not

indicated. The fault is curvilinear, trending almost due north,

south of Pine Tree Canyon, and shifting to about N15°W
north of the canyon. Its topographic expression indicates that

it is near vertical, although a dip of 55°W was measured on

its surface in the SE ‘/4, Sec. 32, T 3 1 S, R 35 E. The amount
of displacement along this fault is variable, with the western

block being relatively down-thrown. Relative separation of

the basement-Kinnick Formation contact is about 250 ft.

(76 m). Displacement increases to the north, with separation

within the Bopesta Formation estimated to be about 300 ft.

(9 1 m). Although appreciable offset of the contact between

the Bopesta and Cache Peak formations is not indicated,

geomorphic features developed on the Cache Peak formation

are aligned with the trace of the fault. Major displacement

along the Sweet Ridge fault occurred between middle Mio-

cene (late Barstovian) and Pliocene time. Minor movement
along this fault after deposition of the Cache Peak formation

is inferred from geomorphic features. This fault is younger

than the Phillips Ranch and East Fork faults.

The Skull Canyon fault is located west of the Sweet Ridge

fault in the WVi, of Sec. 8 and 17, T 32 S, R 35 E. The
basement complex has been juxtaposed against the lower

members of the Kinnick Formation along this fault, with the

west block being relatively down-thrown. The fault is slightly

curvilinear, trending approximately N 1 0°E. Apparently trun-

cated by both the Oil Canyon and Phillips Ranch faults, it

is not as extensive as reported by Michael (1960).
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Figure 29. View east up the south fork of Oil Canyon, where the

Kinnick Formation has been faulted against the basement. The main

trace of the Oil Canyon fault can be seen in the center of the pho-

tograph, where the fault surface is exposed on the north (left) side

of the granite prominence. The Witnet-Kinnick contact in the fore-

ground and the basement-Kinnick contact in the upper right portion

of the photograph give a sense of the displacement involved along

the Oil Canyon fault.

Michael (1960) also mapped and inferred a fault trending

north up Cache Creek and Horse Canyon that he called the

Cache Creek fault. The northern and southern segments of

this fault are well delineated. The southern segment is marked

by offset of the Witnet-Kinnick Formation contact. Units

?Tbl and Tbi have been juxtaposed against strata of unit

Tbm along the northern fault segment. A medial segment,

concealed beneath the alluvium of Cache Creek in the vi-

cinity of Indian Caves, was inferred to explain the offset of

agglomerates of Tbi. This segment apparently does not ex-

tend to the Horse Canyon segment, and there is no compel-

ling evidence for the presence of a linking segment. The fault

segments grouped together as the Cache Creek fault trend

northward, are slightly curvilinear, and are high angle. Con-

trary to Michael’s ( 1 960) mapping, the eastern block has been

relatively down-thrown along these fault segments. Relative

separation of the Witnet-Kinnick Formation contact is about

100 ft. (30 m), whereas offset of the agglomerates of unit Tbi

in the vicinity of Indian Caves is estimated to be 450 ft. (137

m). It is difhcult to estimate the amount of offset along the

Horse Canyon segment of the fault, although it is significant.

The fault segments are younger than the major synclinal fold

west of Cache Creek and the middle Miocene rocks it dis-

places. The Cache Creek fault is older than the northwest-

trending faults that dissect and obscure its continuity. Wheth-

er or not the Cache Creek fault segments formed a continuous

fault trace is equivocal.

Other Faults

This category includes faults that do not show a pattern or

relationship to the dominant northwest- and north-trending

fault systems. The most noteworthy of these is the Oil Can-

yon fault, which juxtaposes the Witnet and Kinnick forma-

Figure 30. View west along Red Mountain Ridge, showing the red

gouge-lined contact between the pluton and the Kinnick Formation.

Note the irregular folding of Tk 1 above the contact.

tions against the basement complex. It occurs in the central

part of the mapped area, along the lower southern slopes of

Oil Canyon, up its south fork, and over the crest of the

southern front of the Sierra Nevada. The fault is composed

of a mamthrough-going trace with subsidiary branches. The

main fault trace is curvilinear, convex north, with an overall

east-west trend. It is well exposed along the south fork of

Oil Canyon, where the fault dips 75°N (Figure 29). Slick-

ensides indicate that the last movement along this fault was

normal with the north side being down-thrown. Displace-

ment of the basal contact of the Kinnick Formation along

the fault is estimated to exceed 600 ft. (183 m). The age of

the Oil Canyon fault is post-middle Miocene, but because it

has not been disrupted by subsequent faulting, it is probably

considerably younger.

Buwalda (1954) considered the Oil Canyon fault to be a

thrust. Evidence for thrusting exists in Sand Canyon (Sec.

22, T 32 S, R 34 E), where the basement has been displaced

over Witnet Formation sediments along a plane of contact

that strikes about N45°E and dips southeast between 30° and

40° (Michael, 1960). As mapped by previous investigators,

this thrust is continuous with the Oil Canyon fault in the

study area. Because the evidence for thrust faulting is outside

the study area, the relationship between this structure and

the mapped trace of the Oil Canyon fault was not determined.

Furthermore, I do not agree with the mapping of the faults

in Oil Canyon by these investigators. Michael (1960) mis-

takenly interpreted a subsidiary fault of the Oil Canyon fault

as an angular unconformity separating the Kinnick and Bo-

pesta formations (Figures 7, 8).

The basal contact of the Kinnick Formation with the Wit-

net Formation and the basement complex is marked by red

gouge in Oil Canyon and along Red Mountain ridge (Figures

29, 30). The basal strata of the Kinnick Formation in this

area also exhibit local anomalous folding and absence of

strata. These features indicate that accommodation has oc-

curred along this contact. A possible explanation for these

features is syntectonic sliding. For this reason, the contact

was not mapped as a fault.
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Table 1. Preliminary faunal list of the Bopesta Formation. The
sources of faunal determinations, other than the author, are given in

footnotes.

CLASSAMPHIBIA

ORDERURODELA
Family Bufonidae gen. and sp. indel.'

CLASSREPTILIA

ORDERCHELONIA
Family Testudinidae

Gopherus hmttstromi (G. depressus)-

Testudinidae gen. and sp. indet.

ORDERSQUAMATA
Family Anguidae

Gerrhonotus sp.'

Family Boidae gen. and sp. indet.'

Family Colubridae gen. and sp. indet.'

CLASSAVES

ORDERPASSERIFORMESgen. and sp. indet.'

CLASSMAMMALIA

ORDERINSECTIVORA

Family Erinaceidae

Lanthanotherium sawinP

Family Soricidae gen. and sp. indet.'

Family Talpidae gen. and sp. indet.'

Family Chiroptera gen. and sp. indet.'

ORDERLAGOMORPHA
Family Leporidae

Hypolagiis sp.

ORDERRODENTIA
Family Sciuridae

cf. Tamias sp.‘

Family Heteromyidae

Cupidinimus cf. C. nebraskensis sp.'

Perognallnis cf. P. minimus'

cf Mookomys sp.'

Family Cricetidae

Copemys cf C. nisselli'

Copemys sp.'

ORDERCARNIVORA
Family Mustelidae

cf Brachypsalis sp.

Family Canidae

Tomarctus sp.

Canidae gen. and sp. indet.

Family Felidae gen. and sp. indet.

ORDERPERISSODACTYLA
Family Equidae

Subfamily Equinae

Merychippus cf M. intermontanus

Merychippus cf M. siimani

"Merychippus” canizoensis

Table 1. Continued.

"Merychippus” brevidontus

"Merychippus” stylodontus

"Merychippus” nov. sp.

Subfamily Anchitheriinae

Archaeohippus near A. ultimus

Hypohippus sp.

Family Rhinocerotidae gen. and sp. indet.

Family Chalicotheriidae

Moropus sp.

ORDERARTIODACTYLA
Family Tayassuidae

Cynorca sociale'

Cynorca cf C. occidentale

Family Camelidae

Subfamily Camelinae

Protolabis sp.

Subfamily Aepycamelinae

Hesperocamelus sp.

Miolabis sp. A
M. sp. B

Subfamily Stenomylinae

Stenomylus sp.

Camelidae gen. and sp. indet.

Family Mercoidodontidae

Merychyus relictus

Brachycrus buwaldi

Family Palaeomerycidae gen. and sp. indet.

Family Antilocapridae

Merycodus sp.

1. David P. Whistler, personal communication 1984.

2. Aulfenburg, 1974.

3. Lindsay, 1972.

4. Woodburne, 1969.

BIOSTRATIGRAPHY, AGE, AND
CORRELATIONOFTHEBOPESTAFORMATION

Buwalda (1916) recognized two distinct vertebrate faunas in

the Cache Peak area. He named the stratigraphically lower

assemblage the Phillips Ranch fauna, which reportedly was

collected from a single locality. He applied the name Cache

Peak fauna to the taxa collected from “strata exposed along

the south fork of Cache Creek, and passing under Cache Peak

on the divide between Cache Creek and Jawbone Canyon.”

Estimating that these faunas were separated stratigraphically

by some 500 ft. (152 m), he considered the Phillips Ranch

fauna to be much older than the Cache Peak fauna. Based

on the stage of evolution of a horse now known as "Meryc-

hippus” carrizoensis Dougherty, 1940, he interpreted the
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Phillips Ranch fauna to be of middle Miocene age or some-

what earlier. He considered the Cache Peak fauna to be sim-

ilar in age to the Barstow fauna, possibly middle or late

Miocene.

Woodet al. ( 1 94 1 ) subdivided the Cenozoic into ages based

upon the stage of evolution of North American terrestrial

mammalian faunal aggregates. Although loosely defined by

current geochronologic standards (e.g., Hedberg, 1976), North

American Land MammalAges have gained acceptance as a

standard for correlating terrestrial deposits in North Amer-
ica. The usefulness of this scheme has been substantiated by

the chronologic calibration of these ages by radiometric dat-

ing techniques (e.g., Evernden et al., 1964).

Woodet al. ( 1 94
1 ) considered the Phillips Ranch and Cache

Peak faunas to be local faunas correlative with the Heming-

fordian and Barstovian Land Mammal Ages, respectively.

These correlations are upheld by this study, however apply-

ing the term “local fauna” to the Cache Peak fauna is not.

Tedford (1970) considered the term “local fauna” to be

applicable to an aggregate of species from a single site, or

series of closely associated sites, having a limited geographic

and stratigraphic distribution. The Phillips Ranch fauna is

composed of a distinctive aggregate of taxa from unit Tbl

and the lower portion of unit Tbmof the Bopesta Formation.

Although having a considerable stratigraphic range, this as-

semblage of taxa is appropriately described as a local fauna.

However, the Cache Peak “local fauna” is composed of two

apparently distinctive faunal aggregates, each of which could

be considered as a local fauna. Instead of formally naming
these two local faunas, the three faunal assemblages recog-

nized in the Bopesta Formation will be referred to by the

equid range zones that characterize them.

BIOSTRATIGRAPHY

As the stratigraphic extent of the Tertiary formations in the

Cache Peak area are recognized here, vertebrate fossils are

only known from the Bopesta Formation. A preliminary list

of vertebrate taxa from the Bopesta Formation is presented

in Table 1. Descriptions of selected fossil localities in the

Bopesta Formation and lists of their taxonomic content are

presented in Appendix A. The stratigraphic distribution of

these fossil sites is shown on Figure 3 1

.

Based on the stratigraphic distribution of mammalian taxa

in the Bopesta Formation, three biozones are recognized. The
lower biozone includes the Phillips Ranch local fauna and is

characterized by the '^Merychippus” canizoensis range zone.

The middle and upper biozones include assemblages referred

to the Cache Peak fauna by Buwalda (1916). These biozones

are characterized by the “Merychippus" stylodontus and

Merychippus cf. M. intennontanus range zones, respectively.

The three equid range zones do not overlap, but are separated

stratigraphically by about 50 ft. (15 m) and 70 ft. (21 m),

respectively. Further collecting may show these ranges to be

partially concurrent.

"'Merychippus'" canizoensis is present at localities V2577,

RV-8257, P-3643, RV-8252, and RV-8253 m unit Tbl and

at LACM(CIT) 499, in the lower portion of unit Tbm. These

sites demonstrate its stratigraphic range over approximately

370 ft. (1 1 3 m). "Merychippus" canizoensis is the most abun-

dantly represented vertebrate species known from this por-

tion of the Bopesta Formation. Mammalian taxa occurring

with "M." canizoensis include Tomarctus sp., Hypohippus

sp., Moropus sp., Cynorca sociale Marsh, 1875, Merychyus

relictus Matthew and Cooke, 1 909 {M. cf M. elegans Leidy,

1858, of Lander, 1985), Miolabis sp. A, Stenoniylus sp,, and

Merycodus sp. This distinctive faunal aggregate constitutes

a biozone that is characterized by the range of "M." car-

rizoensis.

"Merychippus" stylodontus Merriam, 1919, is present at

localities RV-8242, RV-8235, LACM(CIT) 498, LACM(CIT)
517, and RV-8242, which define the extent of its range. Al-

though the precise stratigraphic position and separation of

these sites is complicated by minor faulting, the range zone

is estimated to extend over no more than 100 ft. (33 m),

stratigraphically. All these localities are situated in a limited

area of Sec. 36, T 31 S, R 35 E. Laterally, this stratigraphic

level has not produced distinctive fossils. The fauna asso-

ciated with "Merychippus" stylodontus is relatively meager,

but includes Hypolagus sp., Hypohippus sp., Hesperocamelus

sp., Miolabis sp. B, Brachycrus cf. B. buwaldi (Merriam, 1919)

(medium-sized 5. (Douglass, 1 900) of Lander, 1985),

and Merycodus sp.

Merychippus cf M. intennontanus Merriam, 1915, first

appears at LACM(CIT) 500, some 70 ft. (21 m) above the

highest stratigraphic record of "Merychippus" stylodontus at

RV-8237. Materials referable to Merychippus cf M. inter-

montanus also have been collected up-section at localities

LACM(CIT) 501, RV-8228, RV-8210, LACM(CIT) 502, RV-
8237, RV-8214, and RV-8220, establishing its stratigraphic

range over 900 ft. (275 m). Mammalian taxa present within

the Merychippus cf M. intennontanus range zone include

Lanthanotherium sawini James, 1963, Hypolagus sp., Cupid-

inimus cf C. nebraskensis Wood, 1935, Perognathus cf P.

minimus James, 1963, cf Mookomys sp., Copemys cf C.

russelli James, 1963, Copemys sp., cf Brachypsalis sp,,

Merychippus cf. M. sumani Merriam, 1915, "Merychippus"

brevidontus Bode, 1934, "Merychippus" nov. sp., Archaeo-

hippus near A. ultimus (Cope, 1886), Cynorca cf. C. occiden-

tale Woodburne, 1969, Miolabis sp., Protolabis sp., Brachy-

crus buwaldi (dwarfed B. laticeps of Lander, 1985), and

Merycodus sp.

AGEANDREGIONALBIOSTRATIGRAPHIC
CORRELATION

The stratigraphic distribution of mammalian taxa, especially

the equids, in the Bopesta Formation is correlative with sim-

ilar biostratigraphic sequences from the Barstow Formation

(Mud Hills, Toomey (Yermo) Hills and Alvord Mountain),

Punchbowl Formation in Cajon Pass, and the Caliente For-

mation in Cuyama Badlands. Based on faunal similarities,

the Bopesta Formation is correlative, in part, with the Hector

Formation in the Cady Mountains, the Crowder Formation

in Cajon Pass, the Caliente Formation (and interdigitating

Branch Canyon Sandstone) in the eastern Caliente Range,
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Figure 31. Stratigraphic distribution of selected vertebrate fossil sites within the Bopesta Formation.

the Temblor Formation north of Coalinga, the Round Moun-
tain Silt in Kern County, and the Topanga Canyon Formation

in the central Santa Monica Mountains.

Biostratigraphic correlation between the Bopesta Forma-
tion and the Barstow Formation at Mud Hills is especially

significant, as the latter is the type area of the Barstovian

Land Mammal Age. Furthermore, the Mud Hills sequence

includes numerous tuff beds, several of which have yielded

radiometric dates. The stratigraphy of the MudHills has been

divided into various lithologic units by numerous investi-

gators since the beginning of this century. This report follows

the lithostratigraphic nomenclature of Woodburne and Ted-
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ford (1982), who divided the Barstow Formation at Mud
Hills into the Owl Canyon Conglomerate Member, and mid-

dle and upper parts. The base of an important stratigraphic

marker, known as the Skyline Tuff, separates the middle and

upper parts of the formation. The stratigraphic position of

taxa and dated tuffs are reported relative to this marker.

Woodburne and Tedford (1982) recognize three faunal

levels in the Barstow Formation at Mud Hills. The lowest is

the Red Division local fauna, which is about 2300 ft. (700

m) stratigraphically below the Skyline Tuff in the Owl Can-

yon Conglomerate Member. Rocks subjacent to the Skyline

Tuff to about 1000 ft. (305 m) below it, contain the Green

Hills fauna. The Barstow fauna has been collected from strata

above the Skyline Tuff to the top of the formation.

Wood et al. (1941) based the Barstovian Land Mammal
Age on the faunal aggregate from the Fossiliferous Tuff Mem-
ber of the Barstow Formation. Woodburne and Tedford ( 1 982)

referred to this unit as the upper part of the Barstow For-

mation, and the taxa from it, as the Barstow fauna. They

considered the Barstow fauna to be late Barstovian and the

Green Hills fauna to be early Barstovian in age. Although

not specifically cited by Wood et al. (1941) as part of the

Barstovian Land Mammal Age, the Green Hills fauna con-

tains taxa listed by them as characteristic of this age. Wood-
bume and Tedford (1982) excluded the Red Division local

fauna from the Barstovian and indicated that it is correlative

with late Hemingfordian faunas elsewhere. I accept the age

assignments of Woodburne and Tedford ( 1 982) for the faunas

from the Barstow Formation. Lander (1985), however, pro-

posed an alternative age assessment of the Red Division local

fauna and the Green Hills fauna, which he considers to be

middle and late Hemingfordian in age, respectively.

Merychippus" carrizoensis Range Zone

This range zone is correlative with the following local faunas

and localities based on the shared presence of "'Alerychippiis''

carrizoensis: Red Division local fauna. Mud Hills; Yermo
local fauna, Toomey (Yermo) Hills; locality USGS-D321,
lower member of the Barstow Formation, Alvord Mountain

(Woodburne et al., 1982); upper unit 2 and lower unit 3 of

the Punchbowl Formation, Cajon Pass (Woodburne and Golz,

1 972); Wye local fauna from unit 1 of the Crowder Formation

(Reynolds, 1985); upper Cady Mountains local fauna of the

Hector Formation (Miller, 1978); Vedder local fauna of the

Branch Canyon Sandstone (Munthe, 1 979); Hidden Treasure

Springs local fauna of the Caliente Formation, Cuyama Bad-

lands (James, 1963); Caliente fauna of the Caliente Forma-

tion, eastern Caliente Range (Dougherty, 1940; Repenning

and Vedder, 1961); LACM4512, Fernwood Member of the

Topanga Canyon Formation, central Santa Monica Moun-
tains (personal observation).

The correlation between the '^Merychippus" carrizoensis

range zone (in particular LACM(CIT) 503) and USGS-D321
at Alvord Mountain is reinforced by the concurrent range of

""Merychippus" carrizoensis and Alerychyus relictus (M. ele-

gans of Lander, 1985). A strengthened correlation between

LACM(CIT) 503 and the Red Division local fauna quarry is

suggested by the shared presence of Merychyus sp. {M. cf

M. elegans of Lander, 1985). Woodburne et al. (1982) con-

sider the concurrent range of^'Merychippus” carrizoensis and

Merychyus relictus to be characteristic of late Hemingfordian

faunas.

Based on radiometric dates, this range zone is younger than

17.6 Ma and older than 16.3 ± 0.3 Ma. As previously dis-

cussed, a hornblende biotite tulf breccia (sample K 478) from

Member 7 of the Kinnick Formation has been dated at 17.6

Ma (Evernden et al., 1964). This date has little relevance to

the age of the "’Merychippus" carrizoensis range zone, beyond

indicating that this range zone is significantly younger. Based

on biostratigraphic correlation to the Barstow Formation at

Mud Hills, the "‘Merychippus" carrizoensis range zone is much
older than 16.3 ± 0.3 Ma. This date is from a tuff in the

middle of the formation, 1440 ft. (440 m) above the Red
Division quarry and within the stratigraphic interval pro-

ducing the Green Hills fauna (Woodburne and Tedford, 1 982).

Merychippus" stylodontus Range Zone

This range zone is correlative with the following local faunas

or formations based on the shared presence of “M.” stylo-

dontus: Green Hills fauna from the Barstow Formation at

Mud Hills; Yermo local fauna, from the Barstow Formation

at Toomey (Yermo) Hills; middle member of the Barstow

Formation at Alvord Mountain.

Type material of "''Merychippus” stylodontus is from the

Barstow Formation at Mud Hills. Its reported range is not

consistent and locality data for the type and referable material

is general and inadequate to establish their precise strati-

graphic position. "'Merychippus" stylodontus is reported to

range over 1 300 ft. (393 m), from about 1 50 ft. (46 m) above

the Red Division quarry to 175 ft. (53 m) below the Skyline

Tuff (Galusha et al., 1 966). Woodburne and Tedford ( 1 982)

report that "M." stylodontus is a member of the Green Hills

fauna, which occurs within a 985 ft. (300 m) section subjacent

to the Skyline Tuff. They suggested that "M." stylodontus

has a concurrent range, at least in part, with Brachycrus bu-

waldi in the Green Hills fauna. Galusha et al. (1966) report

that B. huwaldi first appears about 450 ft. ( 140 m) above the

first occurrence of "Al." stylodontus and has a concurrent

range over 550 ft. (170 m). A tuff dated at 16.3 ± 0.3 Ma is

situated about 100 ft. (30 m) stratigraphically above the base

of the sequence that yielded the Green Hills fauna (Wood-

burne and Tedford, 1 982). It is assumed here that this dated

tuff is above the first occurrence of B. buwaldi.

The presence of "Af." stylodontus in the Toomey Hills

stratigraphic section is of particular interest. "Alerychippus"

carrizoensis ranges throughout the section and has a con-

current range with "M." stylodontus in the upper 30 ft. (9

m). This is the only section where these taxa are known to

occur together.

Excellent material referable to "Alerychippus" stylodontus

has been collected at localities USGS-D391 ,
RV-69 1 35, and

RV-6627 in the middle member of the Barstow Formation

at Alvord Mountain. Someof the material is almost identical

to specimens from the Bopesta Formation. At Alvord Moun-
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tain, B. hiiwaldi occurs in the upper part of the lower member
of the Barstow Formation, considerably below “M.” stylo-

dontus (Woodburne et al., 1982). Radiometric dates of 13.8

Ma and 14.0 Ma have been obtained from tuff beds in the

middle member of the Barstow Formation at Alvord Moun-
tain that are in stratigraphic proximity to the localities of

“A/.” stylodontus (M.O. Woodburne, 1983, personal com-
munication).

The '"Merychippiis" stylodontus range zone in the Bopesta

Formation is considered to be temporally close to the upper

portion of the Toomey (Yermo) Hills sequence. This is in-

dicated by the concurrent range of “M.” stylodontus and

“A/.” carrizoensis in the upper 30 ft. (9 m) of the Toomey
(Yermo) Hills sequence, taxa that are stratigraphically sep-

arated by only 50 ft. (15 m) in the Bopesta Formation. A
strong temporal correlation between the ""Merychippus" sty-

lodontus range zone and the Green Hills fauna is indicated

by the concurrent range of “A/.” stylodontus and B. buwaldi.

Based on these correlations the “A/.” stylodontus range zone

in the Bopesta Formation is considered early Barstovian in

age and probably older than 16.3 ± 0.3 Ma.

Specimens referable to “A/.” stylodontus from the Barstow

Formation at Alvord Mountain are almost identical to spec-

imens from the Bopesta Formation. The morphologic sim-

ilarity of these specimens suggests a close temporal correla-

tion between the stratigraphic positions in which they occur

in these formations. At Alvord Mountain, however, this tax-

on occurs stratigraphically well above Brachycrus buwaldi

and is associated with a few taxa considered correlative with

the Barstow fauna (Woodburne et al., 1982). Furthermore,

“A/.” stylodontus occurs in stratigraphic proximity of tuffs

dated at 13.8 and 14.0 Ma, dates compatible with those

associated with the Barstow fauna. As pointed out by Wood-
burne et al. (1982), “A/.” stylodontus is not known from the

Barstow fauna and characteristic taxa of the Barstow fauna

(i.e., Merychippus intennontanus and M. sumani) are not

known from the Alvord section. If the dates from the Barstow

Formation at Alvord Mountain and the biostratigraphic in-

terpretations presented above are correct, ^'Merychippus"

stylodontus remained at, or near, morphologic stasis for about

2.5 million years. If the dates are in error, the most parsi-

monious interpretation is that “A/.” stylodontus is restricted

to the early Barstovian.

Merychippus cf. M. intermontanous Range Zone

This range zone is correlative in part with the Green Hills

and Barstow faunas from the Barstow Formation at Mud
Hills, unit 5 of the Punchbowl Formation in Cajon Pass, the

Upper Dry Canyon and Dome Springs local faunas of the

Caliente Formation in the Cuyama Badlands, part of the

Caliente Formation in the eastern Caliente Range, Shark-

tooth Hill local fauna of the Round Mountain Silt, and the

North Coalinga local fauna of the Temblor Formation.

The Barstow Formation at Mud Hills is the type area of

Merychippus intennontanus, a horse considered character-

istic of the Barstow fauna (Wood et al., 1941). The strati-

graphically lowest definitive occurrence of this species is at

locality V-5801, 20 ft. (6 m) below the Skyline Tuff. This

site is 76 ft. (23 m) below a tuff dated at 14.8 and 15.5 Ma,
but believed to be about 15 Ma (Woodburne et al., 1982).

Merychippus intennontanus ranges up-section above the

Hemicyon Tuff (which is 330 ft. (100 m) stratigraphically

above the Skyline Tuff) dated at 13.4 ± 0.7 Ma, and above

a lapilli sandstone (490 ft. (150 m) stratigraphically above

the Skyline Tuff) dated at 1 3.6 and 1 3.8 Ma (Woodburne et

al., 1982). Merychippus intennontanus is known from both

the Green Hills and Barstow faunas and has an age range of

older than 15 Ma to younger than 13.4 ± 0.7 Ma.
The Merychippus cf M. intennontanus range zone in the

Bopesta Formation is correlative with the M. intennontanus

range zone at Mud Hills, based on the shared presence of

this species. This correlation rests, in part, on the provisional

assignment of a Bopesta Formation fossil horse to this taxon,

but is reinforced by the shared presence of other taxa within

these range zones. Strong correlation between the lower part

of the Merychippus cf M. intennontanus range zone and the

Green Hills fauna is indicated by the shared occurrence of

Brachycrus buwaldi (dwarfed B. laticeps of Lander, 1985).

Woodburne and Golz (1972) considered this oreodont to be

characteristic of early Barstovian faunas. Higher in the range

zone, Merychippus cf M. intennontanus has a concurrent

range with M. cf M. sumani. Although based also on a pro-

visional assignment, the concurrent range of these horses is

correlative to the Barstow fauna. Other taxa present in the

Barstow fauna that have been identified or provisionally

identified in the upper portion of the Merychippus cf M.
intennontanus range zone in the Bopesta Formation are Lan-

thanotherium sawini, Hypolagus sp., Cupidinimus nebrask-

ensis, and Copemys russelli. These faunal similarities indicate

a strong temporal correlation.

A correlation between the Merychippus cf M. intermont-

anus range zone and unit 5 of the Punchbowl Formation in

Cajon Pass is indicated by the shared presence of Lanthan-

otherium (Reynolds, 1985), M. cf. M. intennontanus (Wood-

burne and Golz, 1972), and M. cf. M. sumani (personal ob-

servation). A strong temporal correlation between unit 5 of

the Punchbowl Formation and the middle and upper parts

of the Barstow Formation is indicated by faunal similarities

(Reynolds, 1985).

James (1963) reported the stratigraphic range of taxa in

the Caliente Formation from the Cuyama Badlands. System-

atic descriptions of the chiropterans, insectivores, and ro-

dents were provided, whereas other taxa were only listed.

Based on his identifications, correlation between the Meryc-

hippus cf M. intennontanus range zone in the Bopesta For-

mation and the Upper Dry Canyon and DomeSprings local

faunas is suggested (the Upper Dry Canyon and DomeSprings

faunas of James (1963) were considered local faunas by Ted-

ford, 1970). The lower part of the Merychippus cf M. inter-

montanus range zone is correlative to the Upper Dry Canyon

local fauna and the stratigraphically lowest locality (V-5670)

of the DomeSprings local fauna based on the shared presence

of Brachycrus buwaldi and Protolabis sp. The upper portion

of the Merychippus cf M. intennontanus range zone is cor-

relative to the portion of the DomeSprings local fauna rep-
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resented at locality V-5666 and stratigraphically higher sites.

This correlation rests on the shared presence of Lanthano-

theriiim sawini, Copemys nisselli, “M” brevidontus, “M.”
nov. sp. (referred to Merychippus sumani by James, 1963),

and Protolabis sp. A date of 1 5.6 Mahas been obtained from

a tuff about 65 ft. ( 1 9 m) below the top of the middle member
of the Caliente Formation, in the upper part of the strati-

graphic interval that produced the DomeSprings local fauna

(James, 1963).

A strong correlation between this portion of the Dome
Springs local fauna and the Barstow fauna at Mud Hills is

indicated by the shared presence of Lanthanotherium sawini,

Copemys russelli, Archaeohippus mourningi (Merriam, 1913),

Hesperocarnelus alexandrae (Davidson, 1923), and Proto-

labis sp. (see Davidson, 1923; MacDonald, 1949; James,

1963; Lindsay, 1972; Woodburne and Tedford, 1982). This

strengthens the temporal correlation of “A/.” brevidontus with

late Barstovian faunas.

Repenning and Vedder (1961) provided a bulk faunal list

for the Caliente Formation in the eastern Caliente Range,

north of the Cuyama Badlands. Although the taxa were not

described, nor their precise stratigraphic position addressed,

a temporal correlation between the Merychippus cf. M. in-

termontanus range zone in the Bopesta Formation, and part

of the Caliente Formation is indicated. This correlation is

based on the presumed shared presence of M. sumani, “M.”
brevidontus, and Protolabis sp. Correlation is also suggested

for the Shark-tooth Hill local fauna of the Round Mountain
Silt (Barnes, 1976) and the North Coalinga local fauna of the

Temblor Formation (Bode, 1934, 1935) based on the shared

occurrence of “M.” brevidontus. Also present in the North

Coalinga local fauna quarry are Archaeohippus mourningi

and '’'Merychippus" californicus Merriam, 1915. The former

taxon is characteristic of many Barstovian faunas of the re-

gion. The latter taxon exhibits a range of cheek-tooth mor-
phology that overlaps that of M. intermontanus and M. su-

mani. The similarity of the stage of dental evolution of these

equids tends to reinforce the temporal correlation between

these faunal assemblages.

Age Summary

Deposition of the Bopesta Formation can be confidently in-

terpreted as having occurred between about 17 and 14 Ma.
This assertion is based on the geochronologic determinations

and biochronologic interpretations presented above. Bio-

chronologic correlations of the biozones recognized in the

Bopesta Formation can be utilized to construct a more refined

temporal framework than previously possible. This frame-

work is summarized as follows;

1) The "Merychippus" carrizoensis range zone is consid-

ered late Hemingfordian in age and is appreciably younger

than 17.6 Ma and older than 16.3 ± 0.3 Ma.

2) The "M." stylodontus range zone is best regarded as

earliest Barstovian in age and is considered to be older than

16.3 ± 0.3 Ma, but may be somewhat younger.

3) The M. cf M. intermontanus range zone is considered

to range from early to late Barstovian in age and ranges from

older than 15.6 Ma to as young as 13.4 Ma.
The precision of this temporal framework could be tested

by a magnetostratigraphic study of the Bopesta Formation

calibrated by radiometric determinations on its pyroclastic

deposits.
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